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I!!xperiments carried out’ On two different types of, en-
gines show that the laws relating injection and combustion
and, finally, the operating qualities of the engine itself,
are general. and are influenced neither by the shape of the
combustion chamber nor by a more or less strong turbulence
maintained in this chamber.
The study of retarded: cycles, .during. which combustion
takes place entirely during the expansion stroke, has pro-
vided a means for reducing. the combustion speed and for
increasing the concentration of the air-fuel ratio up to
saturation while ma,j.ntainin,~a high thermal efficiency.
.,.
The combination of a short injec,tion period &nd re-
tarded. cycle will produce the greatest .specj.fic power from
a Diesel engine, while reducing, at the: same time, the
fatique of its -parts to withinacceptable limits.
To SUlilUp, these researches have a“dduced a s~lution
for reducing the fatig,u.eof the Diesel engine ly permit-
ting the preservation,of its components and, at the. same
time, raising it,s specific horsepower to a par with. that
of carburetor engines, while maintaining for the Diesel
enqine its prerogative of burning heavJ fuel under’opti-
mum economical conditions. .,.,
The feeding of Diesel engines by injection pumps ac-
tuated by en.~ine compression, achieves the required high
speeds of injection rea,di~y and permits rigorous control
of the combustible charge. introduced into each cylinder’
and of the ,peak pressure in-t~e resultant cycle.
The suppression, of the mechani~al control of the
pumps and the pressure lines simplifies the construction
of dir’ect-injection engines and improves their dependabil-
ity in service.
————. _-—____ _______ ________ ______ _____— —-
*ltReche;ches sur,llinjection directe clans les moteurs a
com’bustion.11 Publications $cientifiques et Techniques
du Minist>re de l~Air, No. 89, 1939.
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Further industrial improvements in the injector-pump
units used in these tests should raise no insuperable dif-
ficulties, although the 50-hour endurance test may not be
sufficient to gi+e adequate assurance.of perfect behavior
of the mechanism under q 20- or 50-times longer duration,
as is habitual in industrial practice.
Nevertheless, the stability in operation, the total
absence of wear during these laboratory tests, together
with the simplicity of the device permit us to look for
no insurmountable difficulties.
PART I
Chapter
,. l?EED SYSTEM CONTROLLED BY
1
ENGINE COMP~ESSION
The Winterthur llngine
f
1. Test stand.- The experiments recounted below were
———_____.—
made on a test stand of the Research Laboratories of the
Air Ministry, involving a sinqle-cylinder, two-stroke-
cycle Diesel engine’ (bore, 125 mm; stroke, 170 mm) with
direct injection, developing 8 horsepower at 800 rpm, and
10 horsepower when supercharged.
This engine, built by the ’%oci6t6 Suisse pour la con-
struction de Locomotives et de Machines %, Winterthur,t’ is
normally operated “oy a Bosch pump and injector.
The exhaust’ ports are overlapped ly the- piston, the
piston displacement being 1500 liters, the volumetric
ratio of compression, 12. The compression of the scaveng-
ing air is effected in the engine crankcase.
The engine is coupled to a dynamometer whose load is
regulated by & table of resistances. The arm of the bal-
ance is 716 millimeters long. Revolution counters and
totalizers, a 100.cubic-centimeter sample for measuring
the consumption, and a device for recording the diagrams
with Lehmann and Michelsj indicator, complete the equip-
ment .
20 x~lerimental procedu ----- The Bosch equipment was
-——. _____
repl’aced %y a device in which pump and injector form one
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mechanical unit actuat~.d by the compression of the engine.
..-,..
A feed line leads the’ fuel without compression in the
device, which is mounted on the cylinder head in the cen-
tral seat usually reserved for the injector.
This solutio-n-obviates the me~hanical-pump control and
the fuel-pressure lines, and is applicable to two-stroke-
cycle and four-stroke-cycle engines alike. For the com-
bustion cycle following the injection, it offers the ad-
vantage of e. duration of injection independent of the en-=
gine speed.
The experiments comprised the recording of the power
and consumption curves of the engine for different pres-
sure and duration of injection.
The results and conclusions discussed hereinafter
were arrived at after experimentation with more than 100
feed systems, all actuated by engine compression, The
priilcipal characteristics of these various devices are de-
scribed in the patents filed by the author.
3. Description of device.- Pi$ure 1 is an external
——____
view of’ the injector-F~~mp as~em~ly tried out in the Air
Ministry; it is shown attached to the cylinder head of the
Wintcrthur engine.
The mechanism is shown in figure 2. A support 1, pro-
jecting from the gas cylinder 2, is clamped to the cylinder
head in place of the conventional injector. A sleeve
slidin: over a fixed plunger $ of section S3, forms
pump chamber 9. This chamber 9, empties into that of
working chamber of the engine through the atomization
zles 6, of total section S7 procured in an injector
carrfied on a, shoulder of pump chamber 9.
‘i’,
the
the
noz-
10,
The atomization orifices 6, are controlled by a dif-
ferential needle” 11 of sections S4 and S5 , with limited
positive opening. A spring R returns needle 11 to its
seat . (see the enlarged sketch, fig. 3.) *
The admission of the comb~lstible in the pump cham%er
is insured by automatic valve 12; guided in the hollow 13
of plunqcr 8, throuqh which the combustible arrives.
The sleeve 7, is externally engaged in the piston 14,
of section Sa which, throu?h a conical port, obdurates
I.! :..-.......-.
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Tuscher Pump-injecdxn unit.
1 body, 2 gas cylinder, 3 feed control, 4 Injection
point control, 5 feed line, 6 nozzles, 7 pump sleeve, 8 plunger?
9 pump dmmber, 10 injector, 12 inlet valve, 13 feed, 14 gas
piston, 15 and 16 labyrinth and holes for returning leakages
toward feed, 1’7elastio slippers, 18 rings, 19 spring,
20 labyrinth screw, 21 oil groove, A, return spring for
injeotion point, B, shock absorbez.
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injection unit
(enlarg@ ~cale).
2 gae cyl%tiera
6 riozzles,7 PUW
sleeve, 8 plunger,
9 pump chamber, 57
10 injector sleeve,
11 needle, 12 inlet valve, 13 feed$ 14 gas piston, 15 and
labyrinth and holes for reWrtiW lea=ges toward feed,
17 elastic slipper’s,2$ rings, 19 spring, 20 labyrinth sc
22 o~l groove$ R,needle spmi~.
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- the exit -of section - Si of gas- oyl’inder 2, toward the
working chamber of the engine.
The stroke of pump ‘7and’, consequently, of piston 14,
is elastically limited in a damper B by an adjustable
stop 3, screwing on support 10 The return of pis.t.ai14 to
its seat s~ in gas cylinder 2, is assued by spring A,
whose initial for”ce is~regtilat’e.dby screw 4 on; supyort 1.
The dimensions of the device are those of the ordi-
nary injector, Its total. weight is 700 grams, and its
moving part wei~hs 50 grams.
4. Calculation of’ the o-oeration.- When the compres-
——______ _____ . ____
sion p= on section 51 becomes greater th”an the return
spring A
SI>APc -
piston 14 is raised from its seat S1 and the pressure
of the compression becomes:
pc Sa = P
The combustible admitted into the chamber of pump 9
is then compressed at a pressure pi :
pc(S2-Sl) P-A
Pi = ———_________ ——_——=S3 S3 (1)
TO this pressure corresponds a well-defined rate of
flow
‘i through the section S7 of the atomization noz-
zles 6. This rate is given ‘Dy Torricelli ‘s law:
—,
‘i = P“ ~2gh
wherein
‘i is speed of flow in m/S, through ,section S7
,.,.
M coefficient of flow of the nozzles; 0.8 for %he
pipes, the diameter of which is one-fourth of
the length ..
$3 acceleration of gravitti~ 9.81 m/sa
h flow pressure in meter~ of height of the water
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With 8 as thb density of ~as oil, 6 = 0.85:
~tj 10 pi
hence h = ~.— ---
,Pi = ‘fi
we have:
“iV.&a= W2 2g 10 p~ 0,64 X 19.62 X 10 pi—---————— . ~ ——.—- -.-———————— -—- = 148 pt
8 0.85
..:
T~ = 12.2 &z 12& (2)
and, as the injection takes place in air compressed at
.
pressure PC :
Ti = 12 y=
TO this speed of flOW vi at pressure Pi $ there also
corresponds a well-def~ned speed Vp of the sleeve pump
‘7, and of piston 14, which actuates ’it.
The law of continuity enables us to write:
s
2 Vi
‘P = S3
In reality, pi, Vi, and VP have no constant value
during the injection, since the pump leaves from a posi-
tion of rest to return, after a stroke c, at speed equal
to zero. On the other hand, as will he seen later on, the
‘compression pc may be considered as constant when the in-
jection is achieved at either side of top center and dur-
ing a period not exceeding that of the iqnitiou lag.
The equation of motion is$ in reality, if m is the
mass of the moving part of the device :
wherein . x is the path traversed.
The s’peed of the pump is~ as seen:
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.
By replacing this, value of pi thus expressed, in
‘\\,equatiou (4) gives:
or$ differently expressed:
dvp
=P~ (% -s1) -.v’p~ 3
m 7E-
—-—...——
s, 2
(’~ )
--
S3
(5)
Without integrating, it is seen that,
ation ~! becomes zero, the speed limit
pump , actuated under constant compression
if the acceler-
‘pm of the
PC, becomes :
This speed limit is fairly conformable to equations (l),
(2), and (X). .
The differential equation (5) may be written
,,
m dvp .$,
——-.——-——-———-— ----- = dt or :__~~-[&-&.&~]--=d%
“a
equation (6.) %ecomes:
ah dv~ .
—— ___2, = Ca dt or ————_ -- = - C2 dt
a -.
VP2 vP= - ‘2
(’7)
10
but
&
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1’ A“+B’
-—-- ——— = ——— —----
‘Pa- a2TP”avF
‘+ a
if Avp+Aa+Bvp-Ba= 1; that is, to say, A = - B
pa (7) becomes:and A = ~-
%y integrating:
..
loq (v - a) - I.og (v
P“ P
+a)=-C~2at+ log Cte
Thus, the general solution of the differential equa-
tion of motion is:
Vp -a
-2cLc~t
--—.—- =;CL e
‘P+a
(8)
where the constant Cl has a value defined hy the limit
conditions for
t= o...... = O, ht?nce c~=-1vp
The equation of motion of the pump is:
.
IIC-E ..- e-c~2at
‘P
-t-a
This curve of the speed is of the following form:
It is important to know if, for a time interval t = t!
——.
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corresponding to the duration of injection, we are in re-
gion A or B. If in region B, the difference %etween Vp
real and
‘Pm
is very small and the motion of the pump
can, without appreciable error, be considered as being
produced at uniform limit speed
‘p co”
Now, the exponential e-x decreases very rapidly
with X, and the calculation of a particular case shows
that the pump speed attains a value’ near
‘pm in the very
small fraction of a millisecond.
Without major error, the motion may be conceded as
being produced at speed Vpm”
The exponent C2 shows that the limit is reached so
much quicker as the movinq mass m is smaller, as the
section s~ of the plunger is larger, ancl the section of
nozzles S7 is smaller. In fact, C2 varies as s33/s,2 .
5. Needle valve s~rin~
——_______ ————— -——2 l “ The initial spring force R
of the differential needle 11 plays no part in the solu-
tion of the speed and pressure of injection. To check ex-
perimentally that this spring R has no effect on the
injection, use of the thin-walled sleeve pumps 7, is suf-
ficient. In fact, they burst as easily with a spring R,
permittin$ the opening of the needle a% an initial pres-
sure of 50 atmospheres, as with a spring determining a
pressure pi, startinq at 500 atmospheres. It is essen-
tially the same for the pumps with mechanical control
feeding injectors with differential needle.
.,,
In these arrangements, the profile of the cams ac%uat-
ing thb pumps define the speed of the plungers in rela-
tion to that of the enqine. Th,uS., the speed and pressure
of injection vary accordinq to the engine speed, with the
result that section S7 of the atomizing nozzles is adapt-
ed for only one well-defined speed of rotation. And, it
was experimentally established that there is one initial
force R of the spring Which is best suited to the running
of,,the en%ine at a specified speed and load.
,.
This force R, is accurately determined by the injec-
tion pressure pi, defined a%ove by equations (2) and (3):
‘i= (%i~}and R= ‘i ‘s4-“)
. .
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Figure 5.- Diagram of injection.
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..Th-~.cam-profile is -supposed to give a- constant speed,,
‘P .to *he plunger during the injection. Vp and S3 are
.the.”.speed and the section of the” pump plunger, S7 the
section of the spray n“ozzles, and s~-s~”’ the differential
section of the, needle. ,,.
,. ,.
For all other engine sp’eeds, ‘section S7 of ‘the noz-
zles is poorly adapted.. For example, if the engine sp’eed
is slower, the speed of the plunger will be likewise, and
‘he pressure” Pi of the flow will be lower also, Since
the spring R permits” the needle to open only for a higher
pressure Pi 9 which cannot he maintained by the law of
continuity, the result is an injection by jerks and vibra-
tions of the differential needle which are attributed,
rightly or, wrongly , .to phenomena of pressure waves and res-
onance.
when an injector operates under those conditions, the
fuel flow iS no lofiger controlled by the section 57,
which should, Oblj.ga-tj,orily, be theweakest section of pas-
sage between the pump and the working cham%er of the en-
gine$ but by the height of lift of the vibrating needle,
which flattens the fUOl before entering the nozzles and
breaks the penetration of the fuel jets in the working
chamber.
Returning to the feed systems actuated lIy engine com-
pression, it is clear that the, pump speed Vn is here in-
de~endent
.
of that of the engine.
The duration of injection has for index, not a crank-
shaft angle turning at a variable speed n, but a time
interval t, .which depends solely upon’”compression ratio,
the different sections of the device, and the masses in
motion.
The ~nitial force of spring R“ amounts to very little :
and admits of only an upper limit
R = Pi”&‘4
for which the pump remains in rest position.
In practice it suffices to so select the return of
spring R that the pressure of the needle on its seat as-
sures a tight seal of the pump chamber. This pressure
.. ,,—-—. ..-----
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should be of the ordqrof 5 to 10 kG/mma of seat -%earing
surface. “The fldw of the pump chamber at the outlet of the
tubes conforms to the law of continuity and the needle
does not vilrate during injection.
In practice, the pump motion may, without apPrecia~~e
error, be considered as %eing effected at speed Vn@ or,
.
as we shall term it, limit speed.
To get an aPProxima~e idea of the injection without
computing tlse points of the exponential curve, the duration
t of an injection is divided into three periods:
t 1’ period of opening of the needle.
t 29 period of injection at limit speed.
t 3s period of closure of needle after percussion
of the movinq part on the feed stop 3.
6. Period of opening of needle.- When piston 10 leaves
—,-——_—______ ——..— _________-—
its seat Sl, the force of acceleration F of the pump ~
is:
F=P- (A + H)
where
P is the pressure of the gas on
piston14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . p=PcS~
A force of the spring regulating
the point of injection . . . . . . A = pc sl
H hydraulic brake of the pump . . . . H Z pi S~
As may %e seen in figure 3, the inlet valve 12, with
triangular quidance, has a cavity forming a compen~ating
cham”oer. Thus , “the hydraulic lrake H starts by being
zero at the beginnin~ of motion, piston 14 ri ses quickly
from its seat S1, and the compression gases exert their
force P= on the large section Se of the piston., and
the brake H continues up to a value
when the needle quits its seat, It subsequently decreases
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to R S3/S5,.. where the needle meets it~ lifting stop!
then increases again to the limit pi S~ . These ‘chanqes
are so rapid that. one can take a mean value of the hydraulic-
brake during the first period:
,,.4
H,. ~F%
4
which reverts” to assurninq the ‘uniform acceleration a for
computing the time of opening of the needle:
Fa=-
m
Then the duration of openinq is
\ ,“.
!.,
,,.
tl =“+:.,,
,,!
Thus , it is seen that, the sreater the initial force
the Ionqer the period ofof’.spring. R .in a given device, ,,
opening. J (.
The path traveled duriitg time interval .t~ ‘is’:
2.3: .,/+,.=
!,, 2m ,.
and the feed injected: ..,.‘
,’,’
Q1 = S3 Cl
‘:7’.Ne’edle.-closing, t.ime.- With C3
-—_____ _____ _____
...
denoting the course
of the moving part C& the, device after sti”iking the shock
absorber B of the feed screw 3, and knowing.the ~peed
‘~??m of the mov$ng ~ystem at the moment of striking, .we can.
write: ,,,. ! “., ,“,, ,
,,
m 1$S!?
~ (Pia 53 +A3’+ B ‘pc S2) G3
.!
.’.
where As and B record the forces of, return spring and
shock a%s’orber at the moment of striking. We have: ‘
m va
C3 pm= ..—— —____ _—___________ ——-
2 (Pia $3’ + A3 + B - pc S2)
lb NACA Technical Memoran’dum” No. 993
The amount, Of fuel inject ed. ~uring this inter val. of ,closing
will te:
Q3 = C3 S3
The course of the clostire is traveled at a speed which
decreases from
‘pm to o. This course measures only sev-
eral hundredths of millimeter~ and, the duration of the
closing period can, without appreciable error, lIe computed
for a speed equal to :$s,
The closing of tho needle takes place under the simul-
taneous action of its spring R and its kinetic energy
when the needle opens positively, i.e. , in the sense of
flow 0$ fuel.
The best injection will he that taking -place at limit
pressure
~~m ‘ The time of opening tl and closing t~
of the needle valve, should therefore he reduced as much
as possible.
The time *3 is so much shorter as the shock absorber
is stronger, but in no case should it be suppressed, be-
cause its intervention at tlhe end of the stroke assures the
elastic balancing of the -gas pressure on the piston, and
thus avoids the exchange of speed of tho needle and of the
sleeve pump at the moment of striking, Alsence of the
shock alsorber instantaneously induces, by bouncing of the
needle on its seat, the unpriming of the apparatus. by an
omtry of compressed ‘gas into the pump chamber.
8. Duration of injection under limiting conditions,-
——————— .——————— ——_——_ _____ -___——_——
Knowing the quantity Q of one injection, the quantity
Qz injected under limiting conditions Vpm and pim or,
simply,
‘Pa and pi=, is:
Q, =Q- (Ql -+ Q3)
The durat$on t of an injection Q under limiting condi-
tions ‘being
t c Q= -— where c = ‘—
‘Pa S3
NACA Tech~ica> Memorandum No. 993 17
,.—,
is the entire tour’s’eof’ the puti”p,the “duration ta of the
injection at pressure p.X2 is deduced at :
and
,.
*“Qa
ta = -—-
Q “ ““
is the actual time of an injection. It is very little
greater than the tnjection t under limitinq conditions.
9. Numerical calculation of t’ne device in the Winter-
..——_______ __________ _A____ ___________________
thur en~ine
———.—.-_.———..Q—__l “ The qiven data are:
Dl=10 mm D2=24 D3 =5 “D4=3..6 D5=3 D7=4xO;20 mm
S1 = ?8.54 mma S2 = 452,4 S3 = 19.63 mm2
S4 = 2.01 S5 = ‘?,0’7 S7 = 0.1256 mm2
Engine compression is 32 ~tm at 800 rym Pc ‘ 32 atm
Maximum lift,of pump . * . .,. . . . . . c = ‘ 4 mm
Maximum feed Q“= c $3 . . . . . . . . . Q= 78.54mm3
Wei%ht of moviriq parts, 50 qr~ms ‘“
]Jass m’, .’. . l . .’: . . , . . , . , , m ,; 0.0050
I’ind: time, strol<e, feed, and pressure, during the
three periods of an injection of 78.54 mrns,
.“
Under linitinq conditions:
.
P (s~-sl)
Limiting pressure of injection . pi. .=.–~-~-–— = 610 atm
a 3
. .
Limiting speed of injection . . =
..Viz 12~~=290 m/s
Limiting
S7
speed of p.unp. . - . . vp2 = ~; via = 1.86 m/s
Duration of injection . . . , . . t = ;:- = 0.00215 s
‘a
la NACA Technical Memorandum No. 99.~
Nee”dle Lift
Initial force of spring R . . . . . . . R = 2,400 k$
Pressure at lift of needle Pil = R/S4 ~ pil = 120 atm
Pressure of compression P =pc se . . . P= 145 kg
Return spring A =pc Sz . . . . . . . . A = ~ 25 kg
Hydraulic brake H = p. S3 . . . . . . H = 23,500 kg
11
Force of acceleration 1? = P - (A + H) . F = 96,500 kg
Time ‘P2 mt~ = –-y——— = 0.0000965 S
Lift F t2c1 . –—-
2m
= 0.0895 mm
Feed quantity Q1 = c1 ~3 = 1.75 mms
By raising the pressure Pil at rise of needle, hy
increas~nq the tare of spring R, or reducing the section.
s~ while maintaining the same spring R as, for example,
DA =1 mm ... S* = 0.7854 mma R= 2400 kg
the pressure at needle rise becomes Pi~ = 305 atmospheres,
the hydraulic brake H = 60 kg,
F=
and the acceleratiorr.,
60 kg.
Then , we find:
Duration ..... tl = 0.000155 s
Lift ......... c1 =0.144mm
Feed quantity. Ql = 2.83 mms’
Thus , it is seen that the duration of opening of the
needle is merely a few hundredths of a millisecond and
that it sliqhtly increases in, relation to the pressure
pi~ at needle lift, in consequence, in relation to the
tare of spring R.
— —
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For a shock.absorber ,of B = 100 kg,
the specific for,ce of spring and knowing thatR .inc~eases 3 kg/mm of de-
flection, the t?xpression of the kinetic energy gives the
value of the travel of the moving part on the damper B
of the stop:
m v.&
Stroke C3 c ---—-—-..— _________
2 (Pi2 S~+A3+B-Pc S2) = 0’078 ‘m
Duration t~ = ~~~ =
l l l O*C* l l l l .... 0.000084 S
‘P2
Feed volume Q3 =C3 S3 = .............. l,53mms
Injection under Limiting Conditions
Feed v“lum’ Q= = Q v (Ql + Q3) = ..... 75.26 mms
t Q2Duration ta =––––= ..............
Q 0.00205 s
QzTravel ca WE- = ......
. l ..l .#,*., 3.8325 mm
3
Hence:
.,
Injection pressure ..................
??i2 = 610 atn
Speed of injection of nozzles .“.,.... vi .,
= 290’m~”s
2
Speed of pump ....................... Vn
= 1;86 m/s
‘a
--—-— -——_______
Duration
sec
——-——— .—_—___ .
tl = 0,0000965
t2 = (),0020500
t-~ = 0.0000840
T = 0.0022305
as against
T = 0,00215
.——————_~___
Feed volume
mm3
.——- —______
Q1’= 1.75
Q2 = ‘75.26
Q3 = $.53’
Q = 78.54
Q= 78.54
.—___________
stroke
..
.mIll
.—__—___.,___
c1 = 0.0895
c= = 3.8325
C3 = 0.0780
c =4
CI=4
---———---— _______
Crankshaft angle
at 800 rpm
—-—— ___________
9: 27r 481!
T: 90 5(jl
9: 24t 12!!
‘7: 10° 421
11l-mm-, , nmma.-m ,mmI—m-m,.,. m8 -.,88, . ,,. .. . . . . , -, , —--.,, , .,. .,- .,-. -—.-.-.,
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for the injection entirely under limiting conditions.
Hence, as indicated by equation (8), the time of
opening and closing of the needle is negligible, and the
total injection may be computed as under liniting condi-
tions.
The injection card is reproduced in figure 5.
Chapter 2
T31ST STAND RECORDING
10. Changes of -p~essure and of r-ate of in~egt~Q3.-
——————-.—.————— -—.—_————————
The experiments included the recording of consumption and
output at 800 rpn on the Winterthur engine, with differ-
ent feed systens (figs. 1 and 2), pressures, and rates of
injection.
The naximun horsepowers were measured for the dyna-
mometer load, which permits a speed of 800 rpm.
Three sets of curvqs corresponding to:
610 ..... 425 ... and ..... 310 atn
injection pressures were recorded for different durations
of injection.
The 6~0, 425, and 310 atm injection pressures mere
obtained by utilizing successively, plungers and sleeve
pumps of 5-, 6-, and 7-millimeter diameter, in the same
device.
..
The duration of injection is modified by changing the
section S7 of the spray nozzles, The same injection
sleeves, 1“0, served in the three test series. The length
of the nozzles was uniformly chosen at 7 to 8/10 millimeter.
The results therefore are strictly comparable, since
the passive resistance the moving mass, the flattening of
the gas at entry of cylinder 2!, and the flattening of the
fuel under pressure are exactly the same for all plotted
curves,
By computing at limiting conditions, the injection
EACATechnicalMemorandum”No..993: ,, :” ;21. . Figs.6,28
.,
.,. -
. . .
.,”. .’
,.
pi, = 610~tlll
+,+ ‘i
pi:= 425alm
,.
.,.’
,,.,,.
.
. . . . .
,.
. / i“I
pi, = 310atm
.
. . .
IMgure 6.- Sleeves and plungers used for
varying injection pressures.
Figure 28.. Comparative power and conmmption curves,
plunger:6mm dia.
...... .. ... ,,,.-.,-- .-— ——.-. -.——.-.
.—---
I
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produced with the device at different speeds and pressures,
the constant data are:
D1 = 10 mm ‘sl=78.54 mm~ Da=24 mm S2=452.4 mm~
R = 2400 kq Q =80.00 mm3
The variable data are:
I’or modifying the injection pressure:
I II III
Injection pressures **.... 610 425 310 atn
Diameter of plunger .... D3 5’6 7 rllll
Section of plunger .... S3 19.63 28.27 38.48 mma
Maxinun lift ........... c 4 3 2 mn
To nodify the duration of injection:
.—..
No l
——..
:
c
d
;
.——-
.———— ____________
Nunller
I
Diameter
of
nozzles mm
.—_____ .
4 0.20
4 *20
4 .30
6 .25
10 .20
6 .30
.——— _____________ I
————
Section Diameter
S7 D4
rlI& mm
———————— ————————
0.1256 1.6
.1256 1.0
.2827 1.6
.2945 106
.3142 1.6
.4240 1.6
.———————————————
T
_______——— ————.
Section Pressure
!.
———..
2.0106 120
.7854 305
2.0106 120
2.0106 120
2.0106 120
2.0106 120
——- ——— ————————
The injector nozzles a and % also have four 0.20-
millimeter openings, hut the needle of the first opens at
the pressure pi of 120 atmospheres; that of the second,
1
at Pil of 305 atmospheres.
The calculation, at limit conditions, of the injec-
tion produced ly the experimental device at different
speeds and pressures, gave the figures appended in the
following ta%le:
Table A
njecth
press.
~
610
610
610
610
610
610
425
425
425
425
425
425
310
310
310
310
310
310
nration
of
@wtfan
LIwl’es
10.18’
10018’
.4.36’
4025’
4.7’
3.,5,
13.35’
13.35’
Go3’
5.48’
5°26’
4.2’
14048’
14.‘Is’
6°32’
6.18’
5.54’
.4022,
TTest PlungerNo. diemete—- Pumpspeedn, s
1,86
1,86
4,18
4,35
4,65
6,25
1,06
1,06
2,38
2,48
2,65
3,56
0,65
0,65
1,47
1,53
1,63
2,20
hu#l
ljectfm
.
0,00215
0,00215
0,00096
0,00092
0,00086
0,00064
0,002S3
0,002S3
0,00126
0,00121
0,00113
0,000s4
0,0030s
0,0030s
0,00136
0,00131
0,00123
0,00091
)itusete
,“”1
0,20
0,20
0,30
0,25
0,20
0,30
0,20
0,20
0,30
0,25
0,20
0,30
0,20
0,20
0,30
0,25
0,20
0,30
kre of
)alence
k<
0,500
3,300
6,200
S,700
9,s00
11,400
13,800
1i,700
15,600
16,700
—
Engine
speed
Vm
800
Soo
Soo
Soo
Soo
S(IO
Soo
Soo
Soo
Soo
?eturn
of
pringA
1,*
17
17
17
18,5
20,5
22,5
22,5
22,5
22,5
22,5
—.. .
;njecthUexirnum
idvancepres.lf
englc cycle
- al”,
10 40
10 44
10 45
‘Irsetd
burn
00 Cri
s
6’52’
s!~“
4’1“
3’16”
3’
2’37”
2’14”
z,~.
1’5.4”
1,42”
;pecti
!onsuzq
tion
ghpo,
1.820
378
252
220
213
210
203
204
211
221
Iorae-
]ower
W
0,40
2,64
4,96
6,96
7,84$),12
11,04
11,76
12,4S
13,36
1-23
I-b
1-C
I-d
I-e
I-f
Ilra
H-b
11-C
11-d
Ii-e
Ii-f
111-a
Ill-b
Ill-c
Ill-d
111-c
Ill-f
5
5
5
5
5
5
G
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
‘7
7
7
4
4
4
6
10
6
4
4
4
6
10
6
4
4
4
6
10
6
5 4s
5 48
5 49
5 49
5 50
Normal run, idling 200 rpm.
Minimum consumption:Z03 g/hp/h at 11.04 hp,57.~mm3injection.
Maximum injection: 76.5 mm3/ injection.maximum stroke: 3.9 mm.
Themafim& power developed is ~ littl~ less, while the ;pecific
fuel consumptionsare slightly improved.
The choice of needle closing pressure has no capital influence;
II. INJECTIONOF GAS OIL.
Usinggasoilof 0.836 densityhefollowingmeasurements
%ere made: at even chance of load of tha engine a diagram was
TADLEAU1 c
dotted ~th the L&man ad Michels indicato~.the uo~t of in-
jection then being so adjusted that the press~re at-a point in
the comtuetion cycle does not exceed 60 atrn the cooling water
temperaturewas always kept at 50° C at the outlet.
[);<= 010aIIU S7= 0,26”7inn]?— ‘1X 0,30— pi]= 120abu.
IN
Ls
—
Engine
speed
<pm
800
Soo
Soo
Soo
Soo
Soo
Soo
800
800
800
Soo
Hme to
burn
100cm3
s
6’34”
4’50”
3’57”
3’10”
2’55’
2’39”
2’14”
z,z.
1‘5.4”
~,4...
1’2s”
;pecifi(
:onSUMI
tion
@lp,fl,
1.900
3s0
256
216
212
208
202
200
207
219
241
Return
of
pringJ
kg
17
17
18,5
20,5
22
22
23>5
23,.5
23,5
23,5
23,5
:njecth Maxumi
mivsncepres.of
cnglecycle
~ ~
TARLE.!U la pi:= (510alsIS7= 0,1256mm!— 4X 0,20— p,,= 1’20aim. Tareof HOrae-)alencepower
are of
nlance
W
0,500
3,100
5,900
8,500
9,500
10,700
13,000
14,200
15,100
18,200
17.100
Ime to
burn
00 CSJ
pecifi
)neump
tion
m?+fh
1.770
373
254
220
216
212
20s
212
214
!224
230
9turn
of
)ruugd
l,g
17
17
18,5
1s,5
20,5
20,5
22,5
22,5
2.2,5
22,5
22,5
iject‘n
ivance
sngle
degr.$
10
10
9
9
7
7
5
5
5
5
5
=imm-
?3s.of
ycle
,,(,1}
40
44
46
47
45
47
4s
50
52
54
54
Engint
spee(
w
Soo
800
Soo
Soo
Soo
800
Soo
Soo
Soo
Soo
Soo
Iorse-
?ower
0,500 0,40
3,400 2,72
6.200 4,96
8,900 7,32
10,100 S,06
10
10
40
48
52
50
50
52:
50
51
hp
0,40
2,48
4,72
6,80
7,60
8,56
10,40
11,36
12,08
12,96
13.68
7’03”
5’22”
4’10’
3’20”
3’2“
2’45”
2’18”
2’04”
1’56”
1’43’
1’35”
9
7
6
6
4
4
4
4
4
11,400I 9,12
13.s00I 11.O.i
11;900 12;32
15,900 12,72
10,000 13,52
17,700 14,16
52
56
60
I
Fasterrun, idllng200 rpm.
iinimumconsumption:200 g/hp/h at 12.32 hp, 61.5 mm3 injecte~
laximnminjection:85 mm3, maximum stroke: 4.?5 mm.
Normal running, idli~g, 200 rpm,minimwnconsumption208
g/hp/hat 10.4 hp, 54.5mm’/ injection;m=imw injectiOn: ’79UU03,
maximum stroke 4.02 mm.
a
g
w
TABLEAU I f 1+
~ij == 610ahn S7= 0,4240mm~ — 6 x 0,30— pi{= 120atm. $
TABLEAU I d
pij = 13H3atm S7 = 0,’2945 mm! — 6x 0,25– PI,= 120ZItIII.
Tare 0:
balanc(
W
0,700
3,400
6,400
8,900
10,100
11,400
13,400
14>700
16,100
17,200
18,400
19,500
Ret~n Injecth
advance
)prhg A angle
~ - dqwe, 1
[asimum)rem.of
cycle
~
35
40
45
53
53
56
49
43
52
56
60
62
Engin
speed
.pm
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
EOrOe- Timett
power burn100 cm
---F---— ,
&lcifi(
:onauq
tion
w
1.350
370
252
222
214
205
203
201
202
207
213
219
njectb maximum
advancepre8,0f
angle cycle
~ ~
!imeto
m.rn
100cmz
,
7’16”
5’14”
4,~.
3’17”
2’59”
2’45”
2’23’
2’13’
2’3“
1’51’
1’40”
1’29”
ipecifi(
OnSUlllJ
tion
x
1.720
362
253
221
211
204
194
190
189
197
205
219
teturn
of
pringA
M
17
1’7
18,5
20,5
22,5
22,5
22,5
22,5
24,5
24,5
24,5
24.5
Engine
speed
VM
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
!areoi
)alancc
@
0,500
3,300
6,100
8,600
9,900
11,100
13,500
14,800
16,000
17,100
18,300
19,200
iOrme-
)ower
hp
0,40
2,64
4,88
6,88
7,92
8,88
10,80
11,84
12,80
13,68
14,64
15,36
0,56I 6’36” 17 10
17 10
18,5 9
18,5 9
20,5 7
20,5 7
22,5 5
23,5 4
23,(+ 4
24,5 1
24,5 1
24,5 1
2,72
I
4(58”
5.12 3’53”10
10
9
7
5
5
42
4’7
48
51
52
53
7;12 3’10”
8,08 2’53”
9,12 2’40”
10,72 2’17”
11,78 z,T. z
o
l
to
U2
Q
5 54
5 63
1 52
1 52
1 54
1 60
12,88
I
1’55”
13.76 1’45”
14;72I 1’36”15,60 1’25”
Run very brisk without knocking; idling 200 rpm, pick-up very
vigorous.
Fast run, no knock. Maximum delay in the last four points. Spec~fic.consumption almost constant “between8 and 15.6 hp.
Minimum consumption: 202-g/hp/h at 12.W hp, 65 mn? injection.Idling 200rpm.
Minimum consomption: 189 g/hp/h at 12.80 hp, 61 70m3injection.
Medmum injection: 84.5 mmj, maximum stroke: 4.3 mm.
Idaximuminjection: 88 mm>, maximum stroke: 4.@ mm.
Injection pressure: 485 atm
TABLEAUIc
pf~= 610atm S7= 0,3142mmg — 10x 0,20— pIj= 120atm.
TABLEAUIIa
Pii = 425atm ST= 0,1256mm~ — 4x 0,20— pi, = 120ahu.
lpecifi
:oneuq
tien
x
1.380
349
252
230
222
212
217
218
219
22s
250
Fare of
~lauce
@
0,700
3,500
6,200
8,800
10,000
11,400
13,700
14,800
15,900
17,000
17,700
EOrfie-
power
bp
0,56
2,80
4,96
7,04
8,00
9,12
10,96
11,84
12,72
13,60
14,16
:njecth
mvance
angle
dog,.,
10
10
10
9
7
7
5
5
5
5’
5~
.
axhum
,ree.of
syclo
-
37
43
49
48
45
45
40
50
50
52
54
03turn
of
pringA
W
17
17
18,5
18,5
22,5
22>5
22,5
22,5
24,5
24,5
24,5
Engin{
speed
rpm
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
7nject% MaximumLdvance pre8.OfMgle cycledc~r.s “tm Pime t,burn100 cm,6’35”
4’50”
3’52”
3’10”
2’53”
2’35-
2’10”
2’
1’48”
1’31”
1’22”
pecific
msulnp
tion
6/h.D/h
1.350
370
261
224
217
212
209
210
218
243
260
Re:y
,priugl
W
17
17
17
16,5
20,5
20,5
22,5
22,5
22,5
22,5
22,5
rimetc
burn
100cm;
Engina
~peod
VP
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
Tareoj
)alanct
W
0,700
3,700
6,600
9,000
10,000
11,300
13,900
14,800
15,900
16,800
17,700
iOrse-
>ower
tip
0,56
2,96
5,28
7,20
8,00
9,04
11,12
11,84
12,72
13,44
14,16
10 42
10 48
9 50
9 52
5 48
5 48
5 48
5 51
1 60
6’30”
4’50”
3’46”
3’01”
2’4!)”
2’36”
z,~.
1’56”
1,47.
1’40”
~,22.
1
I
62
1 65 Ii Run normal, the peak pressure of the cycle increases a little with
Sun vfolent; crests of explosions e.t.elmostconstent volume.
Minimum consumption:212 g hp/h at 9.04 hp, 48 Dud injection volume.
$Maximum fnjection: 81.’3mm , maximum stroke: 4.15 mm.
“E
a
.
thecharge; idling at 200rpm.
Minimum consumption: 209 g/hp/h at 10.96 hp, 57.7 mm3 injection.
Maximum injection: 88 mm3, msxf.mumstrokez 3.15 mm.
z
.; *
g
TABLEAU11d I-3
m
pi? = 425~lm S7= 0,2945mm! — 6x 0,25– PI,= 120atm.
;
TAIILEA!J11b
pij = 425a[m S7= 0,1256nnn~— 4X 0,20—Pi, = W ~lm.
rimeto
burn
100 cm:
s
6’50”
~<~.
~,5.
3’17”
3’
3.,47
2’19”
~,~.
1’52”
1’41’
1’25”
@ecific
:Onsnmp
tion
~
1.310
375
260
222
215
208
207
204
216
225
252
Re:~
lpringA
w
17
17
20,5
20,5
20,5
20,5
20,5
20,5
20,5
20,5
20,5
;nject%
advance
sugle
(leg,.>
10
10
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
——,axi.!mu
res.lf
cycle
-
38
41
40
44
45
45
45
46
47
47
52
T
‘imato Spedf%
cOneump
00 cm3 tion
, =iiiX-
lturn
of
P* A
@
17
18,5
18,5
18,5
18,5
20,5
20,5
23,5
23,5
24,5
24,5
24,5
ijecth
dvsnce
angle
——(@r.,
10
9
9
9
9
7
7
4
4
1
1
1 j
axfmun.
ND. of
cycle
-
32 ‘
37 ~
39
48
50
53
58
53
56
53 ,
56
60 ‘
Tare0
balam
k~
0,700
3,300
6,100
8,600
9,800
11,300
13,300
14,500
15,500
16,700
17>900
18,900
EOree-
power
hb
0,56
2,64
4,88
6,88
7,84
9,04
10,64
11,60
12,40
13,36
14,32
15,12
Engint
npacd
wm
800
800
600
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
rare0
balanc
M
0,700
3,300
5,900
8,600
9,700
11,100
13,000
14,200
15,500
16,500
17,500
Horse-
power
m
0,56
2,64
4>72
6,88
7,76
8,88
10,40
11,36
12,40
13,20
14,00
Engin
speed
rPm
800
600
600
600
800
800
800
800
800
600
800
800
6’30”
4’53’
3’53’
3’15’
2’59’
2’40”
2’25”
2’15”
z,d.
1’51”
1’39’
1’27”
1.375
388
263
224
213
207
195
192
196
202
211
229
Without chan~ine the in~ection advance the uressure ueak of the IRnnfast - quick pickup - idling: 200 rpm.
Minimum consumption:192 g/hp/h at 11.60 hp, 55.6mm3fnjectiom
Maximum injection: 86 MIU3, maximum stroke:3.04 m.
.-
cycle increasesvery little tith the charge.
Normal ITIC- idlfng: 200 rpm.
Minimum consumption:204~hp/h at 11.36 hp, 60.6 IMU3.
!b.ximuminjection:88 mm3, maximum stroke: 3.10 mm.
TABLEAU11e
TABLEAU 11 c
pig = 425atm S7= 0,2827nml~— 4X 0,30— ptj= IZO~1111. I)@= 425~[111 S7= 0,31416mn@ — IOx 0,20— pi, = 120atm.
Iv
mbe to
burn
K3Qcm3
s
6’40”
s,e.
4,T.
3<22”3,3.
2’45”
2’24”
2’12”
1’58”
1’47”
1’36”
1’20’
Ipecilk
oneump
tion
T
1,870
370
261
226
218
208
201
199
205
206
221
252
le;~
pringA
kg
17
17
17
18,5
20,5
22,5
22,5
23,5
24,5
24,5
24,5
24,5
njwth
dvance
mgle
d,;,,,
10
10
10
9
7
5
5
4
1
1
1
1
axhum
ma.of
>ycle
:,,m
38
45
49
52
53
52
56
52
50
53
55
58
Engin
speed
vm
800
800
800
800
800
600
800
800
800
800
800
Tareo~ Horee-
belence power
M W
0,500 0,40
3,100 2,48
5,700 4,56
8,200 6,56
9,600 7,68
10,800 8,64
13,500 10,60
14,100 11,28
15,500 12,40
16,500 13,20
17,400 13,92
Time tc
s
6’54”
5’32”
4’
3’17”
2’58-
2’39”
z,.j.
1’55”
1’38-
1’22”
1’
;pediic
:Onsump
tion
r
1.800
367
284
233
219
218
225
231
246
276
359
Engine
speed
mm
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
600
800
800
!areof
)alanca
M
0,500
3,300
5,700
8,200
9,400
10,900
12,900
13,900
15,400
16,400
17,700
18.500
[orne-
wer
hp
0,40
2,64
4,56
6,56
7:52
8,72
10,32
11,32
12,32
13,12
14,16
14,80
17 10 39~
17 10 45
17 10 .47
20,5 7 48
20,5
20,5
22,5
24,5
24,5
24,5
24,5
7
7
5
1
1
1
1
48so,
49
46
52
52
60
Rnn fast - pichp mediocre,idling:200 rpm.
Minfnmnoconsumption:218g/h@ at 8.64hp, 47 mm3 injection.
Maximum injection125 MIII$,maximum stroke: 4.40 mm, 359 g/hp/% at 1+
13.?2 hp. Injector mtth 10 orifices of 0.20 poorly euit+ 2
.
Rnn faster; injectionat dead center; idling: 200 rpm.
Ninimum consumption:199g/hp/h at 11.?2 hp, 57 mm3 injection.
Maximum injection:9A mm3j maximum st~oke: 3.? ~.
TABLEAU 11 f
pil = 425atm S7= 0,4240mm~ — 6X 0,30— Pir = 120atm
TABLEAU 111 b
pi? = 310atm S7= 0,1256mm~ – 4x 0,20— PI,= 305 atm.
eturn
of
pringJ
M
17
17
17
18,5
20,5
22,5
22,5
24
24
24,5
24,5
24,5
_
Ijectk
ivance
3ngle
dc@s
10
10
10
9
7
5
5
3
3
1
1
1
‘&m to
30 cm3
,
6’34”
4’50”
3’50”
3’11”
3’
2’41”
2’20”
2’11”
~,58.
1’48”
1’36”
1’28”
pecific
Onaump
tion
TiT-
1.810
392
267
228
2i7
205
198
197
203
206
215
224
Mirmm
ms, of
cycle
~
32
40
47
50
47
47
50
50
52
57
60
60
14ngin
lpeed
rPm
800
600
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
iorae
]ower
M
0,40
2,64
4,88
6,88
7,68
9,04
10,80
11,60
12,56
13,36
14.32
15,28
he o
)alanc
M
0,500
3,300
6,100
8,600
9,600
11,300
13,500
14,500
15,700
16,700
17,900
19,100
800
600
800
800
800
800
800
800
0,500
3,300
5,800
8,100
9,000
10,900
13,100
14;200
0,40
2,64
4,64
6,46
7,20
8,72
10,48
11,36
I7’16”5’12” 1.715365 17 1017 10
17 10
17 10
17 10
36
36
38
40
38
36
37
39
48 ~“
3’20”
2’57”
2’33”
267
231
235
226
223
228
17 10
17 10
17 10I 2’09-1’56”
Run very emooth, engine sluggieh, no pickup, idling 200 rpm.
NO change in advance. Peak pressure of cycle rises very little
with charge.
Minimum consumption: 223 g/hp/h at 10.48 hp, !58am? injected.
Madm.m injection:65 mm3 at 11.36 hp, maximum stroke: 1.7 mm.
Run fast, pickup excellent; idling 200 rpm.
Minimum consumption: 197 g/hp/h at 11.60 hp, 57.5 mIII3 injection.
Mnxhrom injection:85mm3.15.28hp; maximum stroke: 3 mm.
Injection pressure: 310 atm
TABLEAU III cTABLEAUIIIa
p/2 = 310atm S7= 0,1256mm: — 4x 0,20—pi,= 120aim. pi? = 310atm S7= 0,2W7mm? — 4x 0,30— P,, = 120atm.
Eerne-
power
hP
0,48
2,72
4,96
6,96
7,92
9,04
10,80
11,76
12,64
peclfic
onsuq
tion
ghpll
1.610
392
277
243
237
231
231
250
271
!im to
burn
00 cm3
Bturn
of
pringi
k!
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
ljactk
dvence
angle
<leg..,
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
a%imum
,res.af
cycle
~
31
35
35
37
37
40
41
42
42
rTime to SpecificRe~h#n I ect1n dmuotEngine Tare of Horse- ~Unspeed balance power ccneump 2100 cm3 tion a vanco pres efspringA angle cycieEoghspeed
rPm
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
Parsoi
balanc(
M
0,600
3,400
6,200
8,700
9,900
11,300
13,500
14,700
15,800
w l’g h? s W~ — - ~
800 0,600 0,48 6’52” 1.515 17 10 33
800 3,100 2,48 ~,~. 396 17 10 40
800 5,600 4,48 d,J“ 274 17 10 43
800 6,400 6,72 3’20” 222 17 10 44
800 9,500 7,60 3’ 219 17 10 44
800 10,800 8,64 2’43” 212 18,5 9 42
800 13,100 10,48 2,,15. 211 18,5 9 46
800 14,100 11,28 2’7’ 209 18,5 9 48
800 15,300 12,24 1’51” 221 18,5 9 48
800 16,400 1s,12 1’38” 233 18,5 9 48
Run emooth, pickup good, idling: 200 rpm.
Minimumconsumption:209 g/hp/hat 11.28hp, 59 ITI103~jected.
Maximuminjection:77 mm3 at 13.12 hp, mf=tim stroke: 2 mm.
6’26”
4’42”
3’39”
2’58”
2’39”
2’24”
z,~“
1’42”
1’27”
z
e
z
m
H
H
l+
.
H
H
“?
e
.
n
I
Run very smooth, pickup mediocre, idling: 200 rpm.
Minimum consumption:231 g/hp/h at 10.L?Ohp, 62 mm 3volume
Matimnmin.iection:86~s,maximumstroke:2.23mm.
Weak peak pressures in cycle; no adjustment of advance.
TABLEAU111d TAIILEAU111(
IJ/~= 310alm S,= 0,294.3mm?— (ix 0,’25— Pi,= 1?0ah]. ),;j= 310alm .$= 0,4240mnI?— 6x 0,:10— Pi,=.=120:Ilm.
~areMIHor6e-
balance power
M hP
0,600 0,4s
3,400 2,72
0,200 4,96
8,900 7,12
10,000 8,00
11,500 9,20
13,700 10,96
14,700 11,76
16,100 12,S8
17,100 13,68
18,000 14,40
Specifi
cotnie~~
&hP/h
1.625
3s6
201
ys
215
207
201
19s
207
~~1
245
Engin
speed
?Pm
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
Bti
reuof
cycle
-
40
46
.50
48
50
:52
-,52
52
52
52
~52
0,40 6’42”
2,56 .“5’
4,56 3’58”
~,~~ 3’15”
?,60 2’59”
8,64 ; 2,42”i.o;32 zq~.
11,2s.-9,g“
IZ,32 ~,54.
1.865
391
276
229
221
213
200
207
211
17 “-’10
17 10
17 “’ “ 10
1s,5’ -“.9
18,5 9
22,5”- 5
22,5 ‘5
22,5 “5
22,5 ‘5
22,5 5
22,5 5
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
Soo
Soo
800
0,500
3,~()()
5,700
S,400
9,500
.10,800
l~,goo
14,100
15,100
16,700
17.600
13,36“ 1’3s”
14,08 ~,23”
,229
257
Run normal, pickupgood:idling:2@3rpm.
Peakpressurein cycleshowsno increasewithcharge.
Minimumconsumption:20’7g/hp/hat 11.28hp; injecti6n,
59Irons. .-
3 at-14.08hp, ;Maximuminjection:90 mm
Maxim stroke:2.34mm:
Run faster - by super charge injection it de:d center, pickup
very good, idlfig: 200 rpz.
%inimum consumption:198 g/hp/h at 11.76 hp, 59 mm3 injeci+d :
volume.
Maximum stro’ke:2.27 nun.
Uexhmm injection: 88 um3, 14.40 hp .
,.
/n
~~
~
awl,
3s
43
:4s
.46
:50
52
.52
52
53
56
TAII1. I..\v 111,
~i~= 31O~1111s;==0,31411101:– 10>:0,20— /)!,.=110:![111
Kerosene density: 0.908
Injectionpressure:.61Oatm
Table Ib (Kerosene)
p=610 atm S.0.1256 mm2-4A0.20-p=305atm t=o.lX)2151
—
Engine Tare of Horso-
speed balance power
— -rpm hp
Time to SpecificReturn ‘Injact‘n“Maxti-’
I Isp%gd%z$+%% i
consump
iWw%m3 tion
, :h~/1, ~ Ik: ,1,:,,, .,,!,,I
imeto
&7cm3
s,
-i’
5’1!y
3’20’
2’57”
2’40’2!17”
2,d“
1’45.
1’32”
pecific
onmxnp
tion
@pJl,
1.725
376
262
222
21s
210
205
208
211
22s
_
eturn
of
pringA
W
20,5
20,5
20,5
20,5
20,5
20,5
20,5
20,5
20,5
20,5
IIEnginoTareofsoeed balance iorse_
Soo I 0,500I 0,40 ~!fi~.
,5’:i”
3’5s”
3’15”
2’,-,s”
2’.10”
2’11”
.,
1‘3!)”
1’1.5”
–.
b
0,40
‘2,56
‘l,5ti
6,64
7,!U
S,64
10,32
14,20
13,04
13,84
800
800
Soo
800
Soo
800
800
800
800
3,100
5.700
2,4s
4,56
0,41)
7,36
S,56
10,1G
11,01
12,0s
12,!)6
800
Soo
800
S(JO
800
Soo
800
Soo
0,501J
3,200
5,700
S,300
9,400
10,s00
~~,gi)o
14,000
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8;000
9:’00
10,700
12,700
13,s00
15,100
16,200
Fngine sluggish,witho t pick-p, idling: 2X! i-pm. II800 I 16,300hlinimumconsumption:217 g/hp/h ?t 8.56 hp, volwoe injected 800 17,300L7 rmu3.
.. —-
Maximum injection:10CJmm3, at 12.?6 hp, maximum stroke:2.6m.
(u
.
HI
..
:
Ff
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12. Inflection of gasoline.- Injector No. 1-% was
———————— .———- —-
tested with a Qeavy fuel of 0.750 density; starting the
en%ine , hot or cold, was impossible. The engine started
with %as oil, since it is well known that in substituting
gasoline for gas oil when the hot engine is turning at its
normal speed, the injected fuel does not ignite, no mat-
ter what the injection advance.
A 50-percent blend of gasoline and gas oil permits
spontaneous ignition when the volume injected is great,
hut the horsepower developed for this volume is very in-
ferior.
Experience seems to indicate that the phenomena of
autoiqnition in gasoline engines result from the compres-
sion of the fuel-air mixture, which must have greater
knock characteristics than the fuel injected in the hot
air of compression. But most often the knock arises from
an incandescent point in the working chamber. This hot
point is either a carbon deposit on the %ottom of the pis-
ton, or on the exhaust valve, or some badly cooled metal-
lic roughness.
13. ~Ijection of kerosene,- The same experiment was
repeated with kerosene of 0.808 density. Start from cold
is instantaneous; the en~tne turns over; pick-up is vigor-
ous l The recorded cur~e iS as follows:
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The engine acts perfectly: the diagrams indicate more
moderate explosiofi ‘crests-than when. using qas oil. Wit,h-
out changing tho point of injection, the peak pressure of
the cycle rises but slowly with the charge, and remains
within acceptable limits. ,, ‘
,. .-
The consumption is, in every point, comparable with
that recorded with the same device using gbs”oil. (See
table Ib,) The maximum power developed is higher by one=
half horsepower. Idling is impeccable at 200 rpm - as for
all tests made with gas oil.
14. ______–_–––2––––Comparative measurenents.- The %asis of compari-
son was the recorded power and consumption curve of the
Winterthur Diesel engine with normal equipment, Bosch Puml?,
and injector.
The p’lunger of the Bosch pump has a diameter of 6.5 mm.
S3 = 33.18 mma. The ,injection needle (3 and 6 mm D) per-
mits a differential section .of 21.20 mm~ . The spring R
of the needle, has a for,ee’of 37 kg, which defines the
openinq of the needle at a “pressure pi ,= 175 atm.
J.
The section of passaqe of the nozzle (four holes of
0.20 mm diameter) is S7 = 0.1256 mm2. The pump is set
for: start of inject’ion,-’15° B.T.C.; qnd of injection,
maximum feed., 20° .4.T.C.; oamplitude a,t maximum feed, 35 .
TABLE IV. Bosch Calibration Curve
Gas-oil -density, 0.836 at 17° C
————-
Engin(
speed
rpm
------
800
800
800
800
,800
800
800
800
-————.
————____
Initial
force of
balance
kg
———____
0.500
3.100
5.800
8.200
9.600
10.800
11.800
12.800
————_—__
——————
Horse-
power
————
0.40
2.48
4.64.
6.56
7.68
8.64
9.44
10.24
———.—_
—————.-—...
Time for
%urning ‘
100 cm~
.————— --
6! 4711
41,4011
31 !.5911:
3! ,12~1
21 5411
21 .3611
21 ~6tl
1! 5811
——_————
——-.—————.
Specific
consu~p-
tion
%/hp/h
..——————.
1,840
452
270
238
224
222
234
248 .
-————————
Injection
advance
deg .
.-————— —
15
15 “
15
15
15
15
15
15
.—————
-.———-—
Maximum
pressure
of cycle
atm
—-—- —--
38
42
48
54
58
58
59
57
-——— ..—-—
At 10 hp the engine knocks harshly. Idling, impossible to
maintain below 400 rpm, Pick-up, mediocre. Volume in-
jected at maximum Po~~,erof 10,24 hp (1.00 ems in 118 s)
is 63.7 mms, making the effective pump stroke, 1“.95 mm=c.
I
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The active angle of the cam controlling’ the pump is
therefore 190 301, and the duration of maximum injection,
0.00406 second.
Assuming the speed v
Y
of the plunger as constant for
the duration of the inject on,
‘P =
0.48 m/s. The pres-
sure Pia maintained ?)y the pump is here, as seen previousl-
y :
‘i. = (2-+$= 112.4 atm
The spring R permits” the needle to open at a pressure
P. = 175 atm, and we see that this pressure is not main-
11
tained %y the pump. The injection is ly jerks.
For a more complete check on the laws of injection in
the light of thes’b experiments, the following changes were
made on the 3osch equipnent : Start of injection, 10° B.T.C.;
end of maxirnu~ in~ecti,o~, i30 .Ao~oC.; ~rn~litude at rnaximu~
feed, 18°; sprin~~ R 25.~00 kg; opening-pressure, p.
120 atr!l. 11,’
TABLH v.’ Bosch Calibration Curve
Amplitude 18°
—-———-
Enqine
speed
rpn
.-—-— .
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
———.—
.———_____
Initial
force of
%alance
kg
-— —_____
0.600
3.300
6.100
8,800
10.000
11.300
13.500
14.900
16.100
1’7.3,00
——.-...—__ -
Advance 10°
,—_—____
Horse-
power
——————
0.48
2.64
4.88
7.04
8.00
9,04
10.80
11.92
12.88
13*84
-——_- _
———————-
Time fol
burning
100 cn3
———_—_ __
.61 3(3!1
4t 4411
31 5011
31 loll
Pt 5511
21 ,~glt
2! 1“~11
2!:511
1! 531t
1! 3411
-——-————
Pressure
---—.——.-——.
Specific
consump-
tion
g/hp/h
-——————— .
1,610
401
268
225
215
210
203
2!01
20?
231
-—_—_--——-
‘iL = 120 atm
———. ————
Injection
advance
deg
————————-
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
————————
———-———-
Maxinum
pressure
of cycle
,atn
-—...———--
41
48
53
60
62
64
65
66
66
63
--———-——
Run lively; pick-up better. The engine does not knock when
supercharged. Idling : 350-400 r~m. The peak pressures
of the cycle are raised. At the same setting of the
Bosch pump, a last curve is plotted %y simply dou%ling
the opening pressure p. : R = 51 kg; P.lx 11 = 240 atm.
. .....,,.. ....... .... . ..... . , , ,,,,,.,... . ... . .. ,, .,,... .. ....... .. ..,,.,.,.. . ,.,,.. .,,- .,-... .. ......———.. .——..-
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TABLE VI. Bosch Calibration Curve
Engine
speed
------ ____
Initial
force of
‘oalance
kg
,—_______
0.600
3.300
6.100
8.800
10.000
11.400
13.3G0
14.4oo
15.800
16,900
——— _____
Advance 10°
.—_- ———
Horse-
power
,—_____
0.48
2,64
4.88
7.04
8.00
9.12
10.64
11. !52
12.64
13.52
—-————
———————-
Time for
%urning
100 cm3
—-- —-—-—
6 t 3011
4 I 5411
3! 5811
q! 1511
~1 5611
21 ~cJlt
pl 1711
pt 911
1? 53”
]+1 3811
Pressure Piz = 240 atm
rpm
-—--— --
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
——_____
Dou31inq the opening pressure Pil does not change the
run-ning of the enqine, The specific consumption is some-
what ‘better; the maximum power developed, a little poorer.
Idling at 400 rpm.
——————-
Specific
consump-
tion
g/hp/h
-—----__,
1,610
388
‘260
220
214
208
206
202
211
226
———————— .
-—— --—- -
Injection
advance
deg
.——--— ——
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
.—————— .——
.--— -----
Maximum
pressure
of cycle
atm
-..—.————
43
48
52
58
58
60
64
62“
62
62
-—..——————
From the last measurement, 13,52 horsepower, where 100
cms of gas oil is burned in 98 seconds, we can compute:
The useful stroke of the pump c, 2.35 mm
Amplitude of maximum injection W, 120 21!
Duratio~ of maximum injection t = 0.00257 s
Piston speed of the pump
‘P ‘
0.915 m/s
Pressure maintained by the pump p. 400 atmL2’
Measures V and VI, comparable in all points, clearly
show that the force R of the spring of the differential
needle plays no essential part in the injection and the
combustion.
Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the power developed by the
Winterthur Diesel for the three sets of consumption curves
in comparison with the calibration curves IV and VI.
L
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Figure 7.- Power and consumption curves
60 atm. injection pressure.
rNo.
IV
VI
I-a
I-b
I-c
I-d
I-e
,,
*-f
Pig. 7
. .-
lnjection
pressure
pi, ~tlll
112
400
610
610
610
610
610
610
Needle
opening
pressure
pi, :itIll
175
240
120
305
120
120
120
120
of Winterthur-
Number
4
4
4
4
4
6
10
6
Nozzles
Diameter
mm
0,20
0,20
0,20
0,20
0,30
0,25
0;20
0,30
Section
mmi
0,1256
0,1256
0,1256
0,1256
0;2827
0,2945
0,3142
0,4240
1njection
period
s
0,00406
0,00257
0,00215
0,00215
0,00096
0,00092
0,00086
0,00064
——--- ...... . . . .,, . ,, ,,,........ -. , , ,,, ,,, ,
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Figure 8.. Power and consumption curves of Winterthur-
425 atm injection preefiure.
No.
IV
VI
II-a
II-b
II=c
II-d
II-e
11-f
hj8CW)I
?ressure
pi, atm
112
400
425
425
425
425
425
425
Needle
opening
pressurt
‘pi, iltlll
175
240
120
305
120
120
120
120
Nozzles
Number
4
4
4
4
4
6
10
6
liameter
mm
0,20
0,20
0,20
0,20
0,30
0,25
0,20
0,30
Section
nlm*
0,1256
0,1256
0,1256
.0,1,256
0,2827
0,2945
0,3142
0,4240
injection
period
s
0,00406
0,00257
0,00283
0,00283
0,00126
0,00121
0,00113
0,00084
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Figure 9.- Power and consumption curves of Winterthur-
I?o.
IV
VI
111-a
111-b
III-c
111-d
111-e
IH-f
310atm injectioipressure.
;njection
pressure
pi, atm
112
400
310
310
310
310
310
310
Needle
~pening
pressure
pi, atm
175
240
120
305
120
120
120
120
Number
4
4
4
4
f
6
10
6
Nozzles
)iameter
mm
0,20
0,20
0,20
0,20
0,30
0,25
0,20
0,30
Section
nml*
0,1256
0,1256
0,1256
0,1256
0,2827
0,2945
0,3142
0,4240
hjection
geriod
s
0,00406
0,00257
0,00308
0,00308
0,00136
0,00131
0,00123
0,00091
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Chapter 3
,,
, ANALYSIS OF TEST-STAND DATA
Effects of Pressure, Speed, and Distribution of Injection
on the Engine Efficiency
Examination of the curves in figures 7, 8, and 9 af-
fords the following conclusions:
a) For an identical injection pressure, the specific
consumption decreases while the power which the engine can
develop, increases in relation to the rapidity of injection.
For instance:
Curve I-a... 230 g/hp/h at 13.68 hp. ..duration t=o.oo215 s
Curve I-f ...219 g/hp/h at 15.60 hp. ..duration t=O.00064 S
b) Terming the power corresponding to minimum specif-
ic consumption, the economical power of the engine, it is
seen that this economical power rises in relation to the
speed and to the injection pressure.
For instance:
Curve I-f (P* = 610 atm, t = 0.00064 s) indicates
a minimum consumpt~~n of 202 g/hp/h for a developed power
of 12.88 hp, while curve IIIa (Pi = 310 atm, t = 0.00308
a
s) shows a minimu~ consumption of 230 g/hp/h at 1o.80 hp.
Curve I-f is very flat and the consumption may vary be-
tween 7 and 16 horsepower and, unlike curve 111-a, which
rises rapidly above 10 horsepower, and even less for the
calibration curve IV (Pi= = 112 atn, t = 0.00406 S),
which already rises at 8 horsepower.
c) In the direct injection engine, without turbu-
lence , dealt with here, the choice of nozzles and the dis-
tribution of jets in the combustion chamber is not un-
important. In fact, the curves e (S7 = 1(J o::?.Itces of
0.20 mm) show a characteristic anomaly from the point of
view of specific consumption, as of the horsepower devel-
oped. !I?hestrainer with 10 holes of 0.20 nm, is PoorlY
suited.
~....- . . .
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Figure 10.- Power and consumption curves of Winterthur
No.
IV
VI
I-d
II-d
III-d
in.iectord adeqkte.
I I
hjection Needle
opening
F‘resswe pressure Number Diameter
pi, atm I piatm
I 1
mm
112
400
610
425
310
175
240
120
120
120
4
4
6
6
6
0,20
0,20
0,25
0,25
0,25
Sectioa
mm*
0,1256
0,1256
0,2945
0,2945
0,29451hjectionperiods0,004060,002570,000920,001210,00131
..””
. ..
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On the contrary, the three curves !(?7 = 6 orifices
of: 0.25-mm) ‘show ‘that the ’’six’riozzles of” O”*25 mm” are ap~ar-,.—,.——.,.— .
ently best suited to tile Winte”rthur eagine. l?igure 10 il-
lustrates tilese three curves d “in comparison with the
calibration curves IV and VI.
,,
The recording of the consumiptions at matimum l?o~~er
developed at 800 rpm, and the minimum consumytions at eco-
nomical j?owcr, gives the following tabulation:
>.
Consumption at Maximum and Minimum Power
.—..
Test
No .
——___
X-a
1-1
I-c
I-d
I-e
I-f
II-a
11-1
II-c
II-d
II-e
II-f
III-a
III-b
III-c
III-d
111-e
III-f
IV
VI
——___
-————- .
Pres-
sure
Piz atn
-———___
610
610
610
610
610
610
425
425
“425
425
425
425
,,
,310
,310
310
310
310
310
112
400
.——— __
.——.————____
Duration
milli-
second’s
.———_—____
2.15
2.15
.96
.92
.86
.64
2.83
2.83
1.26
1.21
1.13
.84
3.08
3.08
1.36
1.31
1.23
.91
4.06
2.!57
.——_____
Specific Power
———.———— ———————
[
Consump- Maximum
tion horse-
power
&/hp/h”
-––––––-t––––––––
230 at 13.68
221
241
219
250
219
260
252
252
229
259
224
271
228
233
245
312
2!57
248,
226
.—_——___—_
13.36
14.16
15.36
14.16
15.60
14.16
14..00
14.80
15.12
13.92
15.28
12.64
11.36
13.12
14940
12,.96
14.08
10.24
13.52
——————
,———_-——— ———-——--
1Consump- Economi-tion calhorse-g/hp/h power
———————4————————
208 at 10.40
203 . 11.04
200 12.32
189 12.80
212 9.04
202 12.88
209 10.80
207 10,40
199 ,11,32
192 11.60
218 8.64
197. 11.60
231 10.80
223 10.48
209 11.28
198 11.76
219 8.56
207 11.28
222 8.64
202 3.1,52
-—-—————————————
>f an-Injection Engine
The snecific Dower of a fuel-in~ection eng$g@_v~Z&S3
-—_—_ ____ ___ ________
in the inverse sense of the duration of injection.- For a
-—-—— ___________ ________
-——— -
specified injectioqpressure the maximum power which the
engine can d~~elop is Obta,ined When the total charge of
fuel is introduced within the shortest time,
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Specific Consumption
The s~ecific consum~tion of a fuel-i~ection engine
.—.
-—-=..—...——-— ——.-———-———-——— ———.—.—— ——-
varies in the inverse sense of the injection pressure.-
—--- ——_____________ _ _____ _____ ___
These two”’latis are related through the” following:
The power and consumption operating-conditions of a
fuel-injection engine improve with a reduction of the du-
ration and an increase in injection pressure.
Likewise, the economic horsepower of the engine in-
creases in relation to the rate and pressure of injection.
Reduction of the duration of injection is the chief fac-
tor for improving the power and for lowering the specific
fuel consumption.
t
Ignition Lag and Duration of Injection ,
The duration of injection seems to %e intimately re-
lated to that of the ignition la%. In fact, torque-stand
experiments show that when increasing the volume of insec-
tion of any ’feed system, when the maximum power developed
by the engine is reached, it is impossible to increase
this power”further,’ and the fuel introduced in excess is
decomposed into aldebydes and tars without other result
than thick black smoke in the exhaust and.an exaggerated
specific fuel consumption.
It is believed that, in order to obtain a new power
gain, it is necessary either to raise the piston displace-
ment or to improve the tu~~ulenco so as to assure a letter
mixing of the gas oil with the combustio~ air. Comparison
Of the torque-stand data proves it is otlierwise when the
displacement and the turbulence of the 17interthur engine
remain equal for all curves, and that the potver developed
with the device No. 1-f is nearly twice the rated engine
power when fitted with its noraal equipment No. IV.
A si,mple Calculation s~ows that with ,No~ I-f at 15.60
horsepotver, the air-fuel ratio is 23.5/1, with a specific
consumption of 219 ~/hp/h, }Thile with No. IV, the air-fuel
rat’io is 33/1 and the specific consumption? 248 q/hp/h~.
.
‘Hence, with judiciously modified injection, it is pos-
sible to raise the power Supplied hy the engine and at the
same time keep the consumption within tolerable limits,
With turbulence, the engine manifested, of course, much
lower air-fuel ratios.
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Since.,the ch$ef e~fecti~e ”f.act~,ti’s, the duration. of
..,’
inject ion., the “plausible explanation of this statement is
the following:
.“ ,,
It is natural to, suppose ,that the particles at the
tip of a fuel jet first penetrating the working cham%er
heat and ignite first equally and form a flame front ac-
compani.e.d by zones of more or less impermeable instantane-
ous positive pressures in the jets of the fuel nozzles.
Ignition. %eing primed, the flame fronts expand and travel
very rap$dly in the ~~orking chamber and, if the ignition
has not been terminated mhgn they arrive at the injector
nozzles, the fuel introduced later loses part of its pene-
tration, stops burning, or burns very poorly without find-
ing the air necessary, and in no way increases the power
developed by the engine.
,.
Whereas, if the total charge of fuel is inducted and
distributed properly j.n the w~~kin< chamber of the engine
before ignition takes place - that is, to say, during the
very short period of ignition ~aq$ the penetration of the
spray is not disturbed and the maximum power can be drawn
from the engine with the minimum air-fuel ratio.
To be sure, it is no less true that a well-conditioned
turbulence in the combustion air is the easy ‘way to lower
the fuel-air ratio. By reducing the duration of injection
and by raising the turbulence, there is nothing to prevent,
a priori, the Diesel enqine from supplying a specific
horsepower comparable with (if not superior to, at equal
speed), that of carburetor engines..
Th~ numerous studies made for measuring the ignition
la% have shown this ,Iaq to depend upon several factors,
the chief of. which are: the compression ratio, ’the rate
of rotation, the turbulence, and the shape of the combus-
tion. chamber. These measures ,,in general, given in de-
grees,of crankshaft rotation, show that ’the ignition lag
decreases when injqction starts about 10’0 B.T.C, “They
similarly indicate a substantial reduction in ignition
lag by a vigorous turbulence in the engine chamber.
“\,
The averaqe ignition lag r~corde.d.is from $“to 12°
crankshaft , when the engine speed with vigorous turbu-
lence passes from 500 t.o 2000 rpm, for a compression ratio
of 14. /
Now ,.the angle Of injection of a mechanically con-
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troll edpump,:is always greater than 5°, even than 12°.
The active par% of a cam of -the pump records, in gen@ral,
20° to 25° crankshaft, in such away that thus far the to-
tal ’charqe of fuel is inducted within a period exceedinq
that of the.ignition la% considerably?
That , we believe - and, as borne out by curves 7 to
14 - is a sufficient reason why the Diesel c3rcle h%s .Te-
quired up to now a higher air-fuel ratio than a .%as or.,
qasoline enqine. The ignition laq measured in deqre~s.of
crankshaft when translated into time, <ives .O.~017 second
at 500 ,rprn, and 0.001 second at 2000 rpm.
,, By utilizing the compression for actuatinq the pump
injector ,.the total fuel charge can be inducted into the
en~ine chamber within the ignition la% period, as show~ by
I-f, for example, for which the ’time of injection ’is
0.00064 second.
:,
Penetration, Dispersion, Distrilmtion, ,and
.. Pressure of Injection
At the exit of the injector nozzles the pressure of
the fuel is transformed into speed. The fuel sprays in
the working chamber at the instant of ignition occupy a
well-defined position, which can %e exactly determined,
knowing the duration of the flow, if the speed of the fine-
ly ~tomized particles follow a simple law of deceleration.
The research carried out in various countries to de-
termine the law of penetration of fuel sprays in compressed
air, showt hat the penetration is in function of the injec-
tion pressure, but that the resistance of the compressed
air under.qoes at speed v. of the sprays at the nozzle
exit , a deceleration mhtpkis soxnuch fasteras thepres-
sure of injection is higher, This should not %e surpris-
ing since the fineness of the atomized particles is pro-
portional to the injection pressure, so that in the kinet-
ic energy mv2/2 of each droplet, the mass decreases when
the injection pressure increases, rhile the speed v rises,
as seen, as function of “~pi.
The penetration measurements have %een made in con-
tainers. of cold air or a neutral gas whose density corre-
sponds to that of the working chamber of a Diesel engine
at 14 compression ratio. But there is no motion of the
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gas itself in the container, no disturbance of pressure as
set- up by the flame front in the chamber of an en$ine. It
is doultful that such measures correspond exactly with
what actually transpires by injection into a comlnzstion
chamber with high turbulence - all the more so as the pene-
tration is proportional, not merely to t’he injection pres-
sure , but is also dependent upon other factors: It grows
with the nozzle length to diameter ratio - less dispersion -
viscosity of the fuel - larger massof droplets;-and it
decreases as the compression increases - stronger resistance
of the air. It is difficult to ascertain the exact dis-
tance from the tip of the spray to the moment of ignition.
Other than the duration and the penetration, the dis-
persion likewise determines the quality of a combustion.
Indeed, at the high pressures employed in direct in-
jection, the flow in the spray nozzles is always turbulent
and the sprays take the form of cones whose opening angle
at the nozzle increases with the injection pressure and
decreases in proportion to the nozzle length.
Inducting the entire fuel charge within the ignition.
la? time interval through nozzles in such number and dimen-
sions that penetration, distribution, dispersion, and ffne-
ness of particles permit the injected fuel intimately to
affect the entire volume of the compression chamber, the
combustion will take place under conditions enabling the
engine to develop its maximum power with a minimum fuel
consumption. The specific consumption themselves will be
minimum at all charges and speeds . bf - operation of the
engine.
There is one well-defined distribution and one injec-
tion pressure suitable to the dimensions of a nonturlulentt
combustion chamber. If the num%er of nozzles is insuffi-
cient - curves I, II, 111-a, III~b, IV, and VI - four holes
of ().20 mm diameter - the distribution of the fuel is not
sufficient. If the nozzles are too numerous, the injec-
tion lacks penetration - curves I, II, III-e - six holes
of 0.20 mm diameter.,
Likewise, if the pressure is low, the penetration,
dispersion, and fineness of particles are not sufficient~
the atomization cones fill only part of the combustion
chamber, with consequently mediocre power and specific
consumption - curves IV, 111-a,b,c, etc.
IV.-pi2 =112atm;S7:0.”1256mr#-4X0.20;t:0.00406s,Pm:
10.24hp-248g/hp/h.Pressure and distribution to
weak-injection period to long.
Ia.-Di~=.610atm:Sv:0.1256mm2-4x0.20~t:O”002 15 sl”i~a:13.68 hp:230g?hp/h. Distribution to weak-
injection period to long.
I
Ie.-pi2= 610atm;S7:0.3142rnm2-10X0.20,t:0.00086 s,Pm:
14.16 hp-250g/hp\h. Distribution excessive-lack
of penetration.
Id.-pi2= 610atm;S7:0.2945mm2-6X0..25Jt:0..00092s~pm:
15.36hp-219g/hp/h. Period,pressure,and distribu-
.
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I?igure17. Combustion chamber and piston-
cylinder.system of a direct
injection engine.
tion of spray well adapted.
Figure 15.
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Figure 16a.-IIIa, idling; advance of ignition regulated by lowering
the ,tareof the return spring A; peak pressure of cycle
rises with injection advance.
Figure’16a.- IIa, idling;advance of injection:lOO.
A constant pressure cycle is readily obtainable at
idling and low charge.
Figure 16b.-IV, 2.48 hp; advance:15°,angle of explosion crater:60°,peak
pressure of cycle:42 atm;low injection pressure compensated by greater
advance
Figure 16b.-VI, 0.48 hp; advance: 10° angle of explosion crater: 70°,
peak pressure of cycle; 4; atm, injection pressure compen-
sated by greater injection lag. As injection pressure increases, the
cycle approaches combustion at constant volumeJ.
65a
A
64 CL
v. -piz =400 atm:4 nozzles of
0.20mm dia.
,IZ
VI.-pi2’400 atm;4 nozzles of
0.20mm dia.
A
la
760 760
Figure 16c.-V, injection pressure at lifting of neeale:pil= 120 atm.,
10.80 hp; advemce: 10°,angle of explosion crater 76°,peak pressure of
cycle 65 atm;peak pressure of cycle rises with the charge.
Figure 16c.-VI, injection pressure at lifting of needb:pil= 240 atm:
10.64 hp; advance: 10°,angle of explosion crater 76°,peak pressure of
cycle 64 atm;compared with the one above,it is seen that the choice
of pil has not changed the cycle.
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Illf ’720
Figure 16d.-IIIf,
IIIf.-pi2=310 atm;
0.30mm dia.
Id.-pi2 =610 atm;
0.30mm dia..
46
6 noizzlesof
Figs.16d,e
—56U
II
.ALJOV!J6 nozzles of
13.36 hp,advance: 5°,angle of explosion crater: 72°,
peak pressure of cycle: 52 atm.
Figure 16d.. Id, 13.76 hp,advance: l“,angle of explosion crater: 82°,
peak pressure of cycle: 56 atm, the explosion crater
is more active as pil increases.The engine runs smoother at low in-
jection pressure,but the efficiency is inferior.
Figure 16e.- IIIb,injection period:O.00308 S; 11.36 hp,advance: 10°;
angle of explosion crater;57°,peak pressure of cycle;39 atm.
Figure 16e.- IIId,injection period;O.00131 s; 11.76 hp,advance: 5°;
angle of explo8ion crater;74°,peak pressure of cycle:
54 atm, for an identical injection pressure and engine charge the
engine runs more active if the injection period diminishes and the
efficiency is improved.
—.
.
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-. .,, --,-, co-rit”~ari~ifje-,’ if ‘th’~’”-~ressurei’s too”hi~”h, the. tips
of the spray reach th@ hot walls of the piston and produce
overheate’d’ spots, or reach the coldwalls of the cylinder -
in which case the$ do n:ot”burn Imt dilute the .lubricating
oil and form carbon on.’the top piston rings..
Figure 15 illustrates, for four experimental devices,
the respective position of the.sprays in the combustion
chamber of the “Winterthur engine at the moment of ignition.
The distance bdt~e”en the nozzles andthe bottom of the
piston at dead center is”about 50 mm:
No. IV - Pia = 112 atm, S7 = 4 nozzles of 0.20 mm
diameter, t = 0,00406 .Sf2C.,
Curve IV shows the distribution and the pressure of
the fuel to le too low,. and the du’ratign of: injection too
long to ena%le the sprays to cover a distance ,of 50 mm
during the ignition. lag. onls~ a.small por~ion of the
charge is inducted during this lag. The fuel affects only
a small po’rti,oa:of.}the compression air and its atonizatio~:
in coarse particles: does not enhance, the power nor the spe-
cific consumption.
No. I-’a:- pi2. = 610 atm, S7 = 4 nozzles .of 0.20 mm
diameter, t = 0.0021:5 SCC.
Here the .fuel,,,distribu,ted %y’the four’ nozzles is like-
wise’ insufficient. “Although>’the ‘pressure of 61O a%m as-
sures adequate, penetration and dispersion, the duration of
injection does not permit ‘induction of the total charge
during the ignition lag. The’ t’orque-stand measurements
are improved.
,“
No. I-e - Pia = 610:atm, 57 = 10 nozz’les of 0;20 mm
“
diameter, t = 0.00086 sec.
,.
.
‘The charg’e is distributedby a large number of noz-
zles and, in “spite of “adequate pressure and a durationof
injection shorter than the ignition lag, the fuel lacks
penetration and fails ‘to‘fill the working chamber. The
engine runs hard, there are violent explosions, with ‘Power
output” “and fuel consumption very mediocre.
NO. I-d - Pi2 = 610.dtm, S7 =.6 nozzles of 0.2!5 mm
diameter, t = 0.00092,. sec.
I
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The conditions necessary for smooth operation are
satisfied. Distribution, penetration, dispersion, and
. . duration of injection permit the fuel to mix well with the
compression air before ignition takes place. The specific
fuel consumption are very low and the rated 8-horsepower
output is almost doubled.
.,
At 12 horsepower, the engine has a 34-percent ,effec-
tiveefficiency, the thermic efficiency,of the cYcle being
around 45 percent. These results are remarkable, consid-
ering that it involves a two-stroke-cycle, single. cylinder
with 1~-liter displacement.
Injection Advance and Combustion Cycle
As everybody knows, the increase in injection advance
‘“produces a c~cle tihi.chmore and more approaches the cycle
with constant “volume, and the peak of the
is a function of the degree of advance.
,,
The diagrams recorded by Lehmann and
for each measurement of these comparative
show :
maximum pressure
Michels indicator
tests, clearly
1. That the pressure of the cycle rises with the en-
gine charge.
2. That the craters of explosions are so much more
~active as the injection pressure is intense.
3. That the pressure of the cycle likewise, increases
with the speed of injection.
The adjustment of the ignition point is assured in
such a manner that the peak pressure of the cycle never
exceeds 60 atmospheres.
IJi%ures 16 a, b, C: d, e, illustrate some of the most
typical records. The oscillations of the expansion curve
are due, of course, to the indicator inertia.
On these diagrams, displaced by 90° on the engine
crankshaft , 3 mm abscissas, in direct proximity of T.C. ,
represent 7° 30!, crankshaft, or 0.0015 second, making the
i~ni.tion lag of the Winterthur engine, represented by
shout 4 mm, 10°, or (),()02gecond.
—..——.—, , —.-, , , ,,. , m., , , ,,, ,
.,, , ,,,.,,,.,-..—-, , !!!! ! , .... .... . . , ,. , ,,-,- .... ..—-. . —.-——---------..
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These experiments sliow’thi~~the tnjection lag should be
regulated in relation to the’’e~~i’ne charge, so that the peak
pressure of the cycle has no su%st.411ti&l rise with the
“charge. .. . ..’
Idlinq excepted, for which the specific consumption
is inproved by an advance of several “degrees, the injec-
tion should be placed per horsepower-on top Center, SO
that the combustion in its entirety takes place during the
expansion stroke of the piston. “For pump injectors con-
trolled by the compression, the injection-lag limit is, of
course , the top center itself.
Under these conditions of timing, and provided the in-
jection pressure is not very high, the peak of the CYcle
rises slowly with the charqe, the engine revolves without
any rou$hness , and the diagrams widen out with the charge,
similar to those of a steam cylinder when the intake valve
is opened wider. When supercharged., the pressure peak
rises, but the engine has no tendency to knock, and SUS-
tains this reqime without weakness or fatigue.
These experiments show th,at rapid injection, divided
over two or three degrees either side of top center,
characterized by a delayed combustion taking place in its
entirety during the expansion stroke of the piston, corre-
spond to the best operating conditions of the engine, from
the point o,f view of power developed as of specific fuel
consumption.
This practical result may seem paradoxical in compar-
ison with the entropy cards and the heat balance of a nor-
mal combustion cycle, without lowering of the compression
A.T.C. (diaqrams Nos. IV, V, and VI) and of a delayed com-
bustion cycle (diagram Nos. I-f, 111-b,d,f, for instance).
The reason, it seems, must be l-ooked for in the difficul-
ties of obtaining a complete combustion in a Diesel burn-
ing heavy hydrocar-eons rather than in thermodynamic laws,
which prove the opposite.
In fact, the exhaust-gas analysis of a direct injec-
tion Diesel with pronounced pressure peak in combustion
>roves,, if the charge becomes heavy, that the combustion
is far from being complete. The srno,k,e.and disagreeable
odor of the exhaust bear witness to.this fact. For com-
plete combustion, the rate of chemica~ reaction. must be
sufficient to be terminated before $be exhaust opens. The
greater.the speed of reaction,. tie more complete the com-
L.-.
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%ustion, the better is the power output and the specific
consumption. Tho chemical reaction of the combustion
ancalyzed by calorimeter, does not correspond to the same
reaction in the chamler of an engine whose volume is con-
tinuously changing.
But , if based on the fundamental laws of chemical re-
actions which define the variations of the constant of
equilibrium, the conditions necessary to accelerate the
speed of reaction of a combustion: in the calorimeter with
variable volume, which represents the working cham3er of
an engine, can be easily deduced.
This speed of reaction depends on three principal
factors, as follows: the concentration of the mixture,
the variation of the pressure, and the variation of the
temperature,
Qualitatively, Le Ghatolierrs principle shows that:
IIAP}. ~hallge in one of the faCtOI?S Of the equili~rium
results-in a transformation of the systen in such a way
that the factor undergoes an inverse change.tt
Therefore :
1. If the concentration of one of the reaction gases
is increased, the impulse is Siven to a reaction associat-
ed with the disappearance of this gas. If the concentra-
tion is reduced, the reaction gives rise to the release of
this gas.
2, If the pressure is raised, the impulse given to
the reaction is tied to a reduction in the numler of mole-
cules, If the pressure is lowered, the impulse is given
to an increase in the number of molecules.
Lastly, if the temperature of a cl~e~ical reaction is
raised, an impulse i.s given to an endothermic reaction
and, if lowered, to an exothernic reaction. The speed of
reaction toward the new equilibrium increases as the change
effected in one of these factors is greater.
Now, the combustion of any heav$ hydrocarbon Cn Han+2
which can be burned in a Diesel engine is always accompanied
by an increase in the number of molecules, hdnce accelerated
by acting on the three factors of equilibrium - concentra-
tion, pressure, and temperature - in such a way that the rea-
ction receives an energetic impulse in the same sense,
nancly,
---- . .. . . . .. . . .--. ...—-....-.—----..—____ .. ._.-._ ------ ... --,..
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.. ”,’ l.O In~’~e”~’S,~”in’ ‘c~ncentrattbn by’”an instantaneous
,,.
,,... solid ”injection .(durin$ the iwition .la~” ‘“
,.’,
‘ p’erio.d). ~~~ ,.’
....,... ,.>. .:,’, ,,.:..
..’”
.,: 2~’.”D@ckeas’e ‘in p~~~sure by- ail in:j’ection at top cesi=
... . t8’rg”and a great Iin-ea.r’.‘pi:ston s~eed mhi ch
permits a rapid ‘itic.rease;of the volume in the
., cotilnistion chamber. ~. . “’ “ “ ‘~ :
...
,., .. .... r, .,, .,. ,,,,.
,., .,.,,. ,. ....
3. Decrease in ‘temperature “by evapo”raticm: of” the
solid injection, a good cooling of the engine,
.,,..
an&: a rapid exp,a,ns’i”on.“’ :’‘ ‘
.:., .
,.. “, .;.
,.. With these three bondi.tions satisfied’, a .compl@te”
combusti”ofi.“c’an”%e o’bt.ainedwithin the sh’ortost time , as”
amply confirmed “by torque-stand test.
,,
The itistafitanbous induction” of the’ total .’fuel charge
in” the’ working’ chamber, which corresponds to the’ increase
in concentration of gas mixture, is generally disclosed as
being the principal factor acting on the speed of reac -
“tion. This’ condition iS, moreover, tied to’ two. others by
the in”dti-ction‘of fuel in direct prokimity of top center,
so that the reaction commences and continues during the
expansion stroke of the engine, Thus , the volume and the
cooling surface of the chamber increase constantly during
combustion.
Combustion Chamber and Turbulence
.
From this analysis of the injection and the ensuin$
cornbustion~ it is logical to dedtice the shape and size’
best suited’ for the” combustion chamber.
.“
In’brief, we’have tested and verified that”it is nec-
essary to carefully blend the fuel with the compression
air before ignition, after dead center. The complete
charge’ should b6 inducted and’distributed” ina cha.mher
containing the entire combustion air within the igniti”on-
laq period, and this air animated by a strong”tur%ulorice
in order to activate its-mixture with the fuel. Thus,”it
seems to us that only direct injection nakes it possible
to realize the conditions necessary to obtain the best ef-
ficiency of a Diesel engine. In fact; direct injection
makes it possible to gtpe the combustion chamber a conpact
shape’ wherein the lvhol~ cylinder charge is collected - the
volume of this chamher presenting the surface of minirnuiii
exchange of heat.
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The other systems With a precombustion or an auxiliary
chamher involve a considerably larger wall surface in the
working chamber - so much, th?t some engine’s cannot start
from cold without resortinq to e,primer. During operation,
the walls of the ~uxiliary c~amhers %ecome very-hot and the
turbulence is enormous, so that these systems have offered,
up to now, the advantage over direct injection of atomizat-
ion at low pressure (100 to 120 atm) by an injector, whose
operation is less ticklish than that of injectors with sev-
eral orifices of very small diameter.
By way of compensation such, auxiliary chambers are,
in general, lodged in the cylinder head, and their thermic
effect on the intake air lowers substantially the volumet-
ric efficiency of the cylinder charge - and so much more
as the charge and the speed of the engine are .qreater.
For these two reasons
- qrea,ter area of exchange of heat
and lower volumetric efficiency - the injection systems
with auxiliary chamber cannot +;ive to the engine its best
efficiency.
Fiwure lV illustrates one method of obtaining a com-
Imlstion chamber with direct injection, corresponding to
the conditions defined previously.
The compressed air is collected in a stainless steel
dome 1, situated in a hemispherical recess of piston 2.
This dome holds practically all the combustion air. It is
separated from the piston mass by a thormic insulation 3,
and is free to expand without causing strains on piston 2.
It opens into the engine chamher through a more or less
large orifice 4, depending upon the degree of turbulence
desired. This Qrifice is in alinement with injector 5,
which distrilmtes and atomizes the fuel. No projection of
the fuel injected in the dome on the cylinder wall is pro-
duced,
The isolated dome forms a space for storing the heat
dtirin~ combustion for the purpose of restoring it to the
air durinq the compression cycle. This heat chamber is
regulated ty varying the mass and hy the insulation of the
dome.
‘The engine chamber permits the smallest surface of
exchange,.of heat, hence the wall losses are lowered, the
volumetric efficiency improved, and starting from cold is
assured without the use of a primer, According to our ex-
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peri”ti”e-rit~~”~”the “ru”nning conditions of the “engine, ,thq.power
output, and the fuel .consumptionare. so ..muchhett.er as the
injection period is Shorter ,and the injection. pressu~e ,
higher; but; as stated %efore, these conditions. unfortunate-
ly correspond to a combustion cycle with very active craters
of explosion, .,
The multiple actionof the dome affords a greater free-
dom in the choice of speeds and,injectiog pressure, assur-
ing smooth running under the conditions of %ood engine ef-
ficiency.
.“
Indeed, the turbulence and the high temperature in the
dome shorten the ignition-lag p,qriod but permit, ,at.the same
time, ignition t.o follow after ignition, without whzch the
combustion of the char,~e would be loss complete. An appro-
priate control of the injection could very probably SUPplY
a progressive cycle of combustion, without craters of ex-
plosions, giving the enqine its beat efficiency with a very
smooth run.
To smoothen the run, the turbulence could be reduced
by increasing the.section”of orifice 4 or drilling other
holes - ~i.x, suitably distributed over the cover of the dome,
Idling, Pick-up, and Injection Period, Independent
‘of the Engine Speed
In all the injector-pump tests, the idling of the
IVinterthur engine was cofitrolled at 200 rpm, while with
the Bosch equipment, idling ‘cannot drop %elow 350-400 rpm,
and the pick-up is less vigorous.
,,
Chapter 4
OPERATING CONDITIONS OF INJECTOR PUMPS ACTUATED
BY lINGINllCOMPRESSION
Elastic Balance of Pump Motion
The abrupt pressure changes int hepump chamber and
the percussion shOcks at the end of the stroke. of the mov-
ing part, ‘impose two very, strict conditions for assembling
this” equipment:
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1. The pump chamber, the injector$ and the moving part
of the injector pump should have no joints, no threaded
parts, if dislocation and unpriming of the pump is to %e
avoided; the exception is the atomizer, which can le car-
ried on a shoulder of the pump, where it is maintained by
the pressure of the fuel.
2. The motion of the pump should be elastically bal-
anced at the end of the stroke, in order to avoid inoppor-
tune opening of the needle as a result of the exchange of
speeds after percussion.
The elastic %alance of the motion is assured by the
damper B, which allots the pump a stroke of several
hundredths of. a millimeter at the end of the injection
(fig. 2). If the stop of the motion is not elastic, par-
ticles of compressed gas will succeed in penetrating
throuqh the injector line into the pump chamber where, if
unprimin$ is not effected, it will form an emulsion with
the fuel, causing at the nozzle outlet a sudden expansion
of this gas, which causes the jets to bur~t into very fine
particles which quickly lose their penetration, no matter
what the injection pressure utilized. The evaporating sur-
face of these fine droplets <rows enormously, s~.ortening
the ignition-lag period, and disclosing very violent cra-
ters of explosions, on the indicator cards.
On the contrary., if the motion of the pump is elastic-
ally balanced, the closing of the needle is perfect and no
air particle enters the pump line. The jets do not lurst
at the nozzle outlets, retain their penetration much longer,
and produce a less violent coml)ustion without the charac-
teristic explosive wave observed in the injection by me-
chanically controlled pumps. Indeed, the sudden pressure
fluctuations in the line connecting the pump to the injec-
tor give rise to shock waves which, if the residuary
pressure is hiqh, determine by closing, the well-known
secondary injections which often are accompanied by the
penetration of compressed qas in the injector.
Control of Feed and Injection Point
These can be controlled jointly or separately (fi~s.
1 and 2). If the injection-poiilt control is automatic, and
it is desired to obtain a combustion cycle without appreci-
able rise of peak pressure with the charge, the injection
lag, as ha’s been stated, should be a function of the injec-
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~~tion feed. ‘In this case, ‘the t~read,’$””of.‘the’feed stop 3
and of stop 4“ of “sprin’% A are in the converse sense,
and the pitch chosen for these two threads determine the .,
amount of the retarded injection as function of the enqine
charge. The mayement of;the lc?v’er.of stop S engaged in a
vert’ical cavity “of feed stop :4., suffices then to assure
simultaneous control of the point and the feed of inJ,@c-
tion. Thismaneuv@r demands nO effort on the part, of the
requlator. ., .,,
.“.
In order to. be able to utilize the speed, and hence”
the limit pressure of the pump up to the closing of the
injection needle, it is necessary to regulate the lift of
damper B oveka.’very short distance. A few hundredths
of a millimeter are enough to make the control of the
atomizing nozzles of the” needle. perfect.
Pump Chamher
The chamber of pump 9 he,.lowthe plunger 8, is “con-
densed in a few millimeters” on the end of the bore of the
sleeve of pump 7 . which ~enetratefi the working chamber of
the enqine (fig. 3.). The injection needle 11 with posi-
tive rise is in the axis of the pump where it occu-yies a
perfectly symmetrical Position in the sleeve 10 of the,
injector. The inlet valve 12 olturates the pump cham”-
Ier upwardly.
khk pressure” we,ves at closing ,of the inlet, enter, in
resonance between the bott”om Of the pump chamber and the
base, of the f’ix,ed.plunger. The speed of these waves is
sonic in the med~um where they a“re propagated. .This .s,pee:d,
hein.q of the”oqder’ Of 1500 m/s in hydrocarbons, the fre-
q.uency of the ,waves in the pump chamber is 150,0~o p.br
second for a chamber 5 mm high, or 150 periods during a
O.001-second injection ’p’eriod. The resonance is so high ‘.
as to no longer affect the lift or the closing of the
needle. Control of intake and delivery of the pump are
therefore definitely assured..
The tightness of the pump, chamler and the perfe,ct
control of intake” and ‘daliver~?,have, cert.a.inly, a capital
effect on the in~ection period. The. ~o~lution of the de:
vice with positi”ve op~nin~ of” needl”~ offers much greater
securit,y than..the solution with n~.gative differential nee-
dle, guided in the bore of the ‘f’ix~aplunger and control-
ling the no’zzles drilled in the bottom of the pump chamber.
.’
The escape of fuel along plunger 8 is rcturnod to
—
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the hollow of inlet 13 by a set :of labyrinth .greovos 15
and suitably disposed openi.n%s 16, which eliminates the
leakage return pipes. .. .
The displacement of the atomized sprays@r$ng the
“’s”troke’of the pump is not particularly favorable because
-it interferes with good penetration and necessitates proba-
bly higher injection pressures than if. the nozzles main-
tained a fixed position. As compensation, thea%rupt stop
of the mechanism at the end of injection avoids radically
the formation of soot craters at the nozzle outlets.
Exchange of Heat in the ,Pump Cha,m%er
If the section S1 - se of the compression air in
gas cylinder 2 is very small, the speed of entry of the
hot gases lelow piston 14 is hi%h and the exchange of
heat with the pump chamber is then considerable; so much
so , that pump sleeve 7 %ecomes blue following a ring at
the heiqht of section S1 - S6.
To avoid this heating which, without impediag the op-
eration, may appear excessive, it suffices to increase the
diameter of the section of passage of the gases in the cyl-
inder a f~w tenths of a millimeter. This removes every
trace of heat, which proves tha,t the exchange of heat with
the 17alls of a flom is a function of the speed of the
fluid and that it operates by molecular contact; i.e., by
conduction and not hy radiation.
The cooling of the w~lls Of the pump and of the in-
jector %Y the fuel is so active, that placemant of the
pump in the exact center of the firing chamber of the en-
gino produces no danqor but permits injection of the pre-
viously heated fuel and V.Se Of heavy fuels without fear
of cloqginq the nozzles.
Piston and Gas Cylinder
Iil order to obtain a stable and lasting operation of
the pump injectors, three conditions must be rigorously
observed in the dispositionof the piston-.:
1.. The piston and, consequently, the piston rings~
must not be subjected to vibrations and the rings must form
a perfect seal.
;
I
I J
Figure 18.- Piston ring before slotting.
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Figure 19.- Piston ring after slotting.
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2. The piston’ ring’s should ‘wo”r~’”at“a relatively low
temperature, - at most, at 150° C, preferably less.
.
3. The oylinder bore must be lubricated.
A ,piston ring of,small ,diame~er, such. as that of pump
injectors , for example, of little .heigh”t, machined from
a cast-iron mass, is often deformed if “the slofi is made ~
ohl.iquely to the ring. It then %ecomes similar fo a Grower
washer ; its permanent deformation no longer P.eimi*S cOr-
rect straightening of the face with respect to the bore.
,..
When the small diameter ring is ins,efi.t.e”din the csTl-
inder ~~ere i.t i’s to work, it makes contact kith the two
tips of the slot and on the opposite Iia”lfcircle. Two
slits are visible at 30° and 45° in the other half circle.
Thsy become so much more accentuated as the t.e,nsionof the
rin~ is greater and ar”e proportional to “the difference in
diameter .I1.of the expanded ring and diamete,r D! of the
cylindey, and to the inertia’ of, the straight section of the
piston rinq.. , :
.,,
~,
It is therefo~eevident that the t“knsi”on’of the elas-
tic ring on the .b.oreof the cylinder is not. ,ev’enlydis-
tributed over t“he circumference. The grindin$ of the r-ing -
much faster at points of hi.qh tension, Cause<s the two
Pli.ts to disappear, little by little, tut never produces a
uniform tension over the circumference. Its tightness 3s
not, uniform, and so produces uneven wear on the bore of .
the cylinder.
A certain” expansion clearance e is.pr.ovi.~ded.between
piston and cylinder.. The piston rings, of themselves elas-
tic, exert no centering action on the piston, with the re-
sult that if the latter” vibrates in consequence of active’
explosions in the com.hustion chamber, for ins.tan.ce, this
vibration is transmitted to the piston rings,
The Vi%rakio”n “of the piston rin~s and their deforma-
tion on the bore D! of the cylinder. is so much gre”ater
as the expansion clearance e and the he$ght. h of the
rinqs is greater and the play of the ri”nqs in the piston
grooves is less. This vibration induces a leakaqe of hot
%as alonq the piston, and the temperature” ‘of the piston
rinqs may rise to the point ~bere it corresponds to the
distillation of the oil, resultinq in the well-known gum-
rninq in the qrooves and cokin%.
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These disadvantages are more serious” in the Diesel
than in ‘the internal-combustion engine. The much higher
mean temperature of the cycle and the residues of incom-
plete corl’bu~t’ionof gas or fuel oil empIoyecl forr.1at the
sides of the piston rings, where they do not perfectly fit
“the bore, spots of cart,on on the cylill”d6r“and‘the piston
ring also. T]le coefficient of slippage Of the rings ill
t~e hoi-e increases enormously at the side of the spots;
the “r~echanical efficiency and the en~ine output gyadually
dfiop’ i,n surprising proportions.
, .. .
If the yiston rings work at high temperature, t,hc car-
“bon deposits.”beconc very adhesive and har”d, resulting in
rapid cylinder wear. IV punp injectors, controlled ly ~
co~pressio~, the carbon dopositti on the ‘gas cylinder and
“piston rings “S1OW up the rate of injcctio”ni and thus chatige
the running conditions of the engine.”
To prevent piston-ring vibrations consequent to the
percussions of the noving part at the end of the stroke”i
piston 14 is extended upward ly elastic slippers 17,”” C“ut
in .a skirt (fig. 3). The end of the slippers is rmchined
with a slight tension on the cylinder bore so” that the pis-
ton, elastically centered, is free to ,expand but can’no
longer vibrate.
To assure perfect ti~htness, the elastic rings are re-
placed by split rings 18, whose outsi’d’edianeter is ‘lla-
chined at the cylinder side, without elastic ti~hteninc.
Tension of the rin~s on the bore is assured by a sot of
sprin{;s 19, supported on the piston itself. The points
of thrust of springs 19 on the rinzs and on the piston
are nun.erous enougil to assure evenly clistributod tension
arid perfect contcrinz of the piston.
To forestall deformation of rings 1S” during mounting,
they are carried on a shoulder of the piston and retained
l)y a screw 20, foruing a labyrinth (fig. 3). Three rings
18 with alternating slots are superposed in tho saue pis-
ton groove; the l~st toward the top is doulle, in order to
nullify the slot leaka~e.
The heat flow of the gas on piston 14 is deflected
through ‘a large opening in the botto~~ of the piston. toward
the fuel prepared for ly the inlet catrity 8 in pur,p char~-
ber 9, and injector 10. The gas cylinder 2 is fitted
with co oling fins innersed in the water char.lber of the cyl-
inder head.
I
i
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TIM. piston -rings I18’ “-s”tt’u+ited‘in-th’b’”to~of th6 open-
in~~ of piston 14, “are p’rot”ectbd by the labyrinth screw 20,
and so operat,e at low tempera twrea An ‘Q”ilspace 21 is
sit,uated %etween. the cylinder and the piston above the
double .’oilring. .. ~~ : . .
The. cavity within the slippers 17 being filled with
oil at the time of mou”nting, it subsequently suffices to
Squirt a fe+w drops of oil through a hole in bas’”e1, into the
cylinder every 10}:or ,20 hours of ‘running.” This can ,b.eelim-
inated with a ,,holein the pu,mp sl.oeve ‘7above the laby-
rinth 15 of. the leakage return. Capillarity then causes
a sliqht oozing of the gas oil which sinks on the piston,
and affords a convenient mothoa of: luhrlcatin~ the wall of
the qas cylinder. Such arrangement meets the conditions
stated a%ove and permits regular operation of the pump
injectors.
The obturation of section’ SI o’fthe entrance. of the
gases in the cylinder is achieved in such a way that the
specific pressufie~f’ the’”obtura~ioh cone of” the piston on
the surface sl of the piston is sufficient for a per-
fect seal; that is to say, a strict control” of the i~ljec-
tion point by return spring A., The surfa,ce remains qlOSSY
and free of carbon under any condition and duration of op-
eration. One of the surfaces of SI i’s of pure copper.
Thus the percussion at the return t; its seat of plastic
material nullifies the vibration that would be inevitable “
if the pieces were of hard steel.
~ Endurance Test
A 50-hour endurance test at 800 rpm with the 17inter-
thur enqine in the Air Ministry laboratory has shown that
the power and consumption curves recorded at the start and
at the end of the 50-hour test were the same - at least,
to within about 2 percent. The pump injector used for
this test was stmilar to design I&h: plunger, 5 mm diameter,
Pi2 = 610 ,atm, pi~ = GOO atmi ,, four no2zles of 0.20 mm
diameter.
GylinderTPiston Assembly of Fuel-Injection Engines
The three conditions necessary for the satisfactory
operation of a piston of a pump injector must logically be
verified for all the cylinder-pump systems of thermic en-
gines,
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Figure 17 exemplifies one version .of these three con-
ditions in a piston fitted with a combustion chamber with
a dome. The solid %ottom of piston 2 is doubly spherical
or parabol.oidal, thus securing a circular opening 7,
which constitutes a thermic flywheel for equal distribut-
ion of the heat of the piston over a very large surface
of cylinder jacket 8, cooled in the wate,r cham%er 9.
The greatest diameter of e-ngine pistons permits here the
: use of elastic piston ring~ without fear of deformations.
Two , and even three, rings of small height h are fitted
in eacli groove, The first is protected a~ainst high tem-
perature by screw 10, which fixes dome 1 on the piston.
The knock vibrations are prevented %y the slippers 11,
fashioned in the piston skirt and machined with a little
tightening on the here. The slots of the elastic slippers
11 terminate at holes 12, drilled laterally above the
axis of the piston, so that the wrong effect of the piston
cannot induce rocking of the piston.
Beinq thus elastically centered in the lore, the cra-
ters of explosions of the combustion cycle cause no.knock-
ing; the piston rings, protected from high temperatures,
operate properly without risk of gumming, and the mechani-
cal efficiency of the engine is not chan%cd under pro-
lon%ed operation.
.
PART II ,,
Chapter 5
Ii~JECTIOIT IN ENGINES WITH TURBULENCE CHAMBER
..
. .
. .
The, Lister Engine
Test Sta,nd
,.
,Iriturlmlencc eqgi,n.es, the’ very high speed of the air
in the combustion chtim%er makes it possi,ble to reduce the
penetration and the dispersion of the spray. The air
swirz assures the mixing and distribution of the. fuel
charqe in the chaml)er; so the designers of these en.qinos
utilize loiv-injection ~res~ures and single nozzlos with
much easier and surer operation than is obtainable with
several” fine nozzles and hi~h pressure’.
. ,,,
.
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Figure 25.- l’uscherpump-injector unit mounted on Lister
engine with double turbulence chambers. A,principal
B,secondary turbulence chamber, 1 closing valve of B,
2 hole for Lehmann indicator, 3 hole for Zeiss indicator.
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Under these circumstances it may loqically be supposed
that the period and pressure of injection have not the same
effect on the combustion in engines with or without turbu-
lence. Our object was to check this.
170r this study, a Lister engine had been gratuitously
placed at our disposal by Lister and Co. , Ltd (Zngland);
of the four-stroke type, it develops 5 hp at 600 rpm, and
6 hp when supercharged; %ore 95.3 mm, stroke 139.7 mm, dis-
placement exactly 1 liter.
Fiqure 25 shows the piston at dead center, the turbu-
lence chamber, and one version of the injectors used in
these tests.
The cylinder head, designed by Ricardo, carries a tur-
bulence chamber in two spherical pa,rts A and B, intercon-
nected by an orifice controlled by a valve 1. The first
sphere A has a Volume of 55 ems, the other, B, of 17
Cnla. This arrangement assures easy starting by closing at
the start, the small chamber B by valve 1; the compres-
sion ratio p is then 19, When the engine is charged,
valve 1 is opened, which lowers the compression ratio to
15 l For recording the diagrams, valve 1 has a hole 2,
communicating with the indicator. Another hole 3 (6 mm
in diameter, 4 mm long) in the axis of chamber A opens
into a chamber in the cylinder head which houses the pi-
ezometric quartz capsule of a Zeiss-Ikon indicator.
The ensine test stand, as fOr the Winterthur engine!
included a direct-current dynamometer fitted with a 716 mm
arn and the identical test instruments. But the exciting
current of the dynamo is supplied by the en%ine itself.
At constant speed this current does not chan%e with the en-
gine charqe. For the 600-700 rpm speed ranqe, the calibra-
tion of this exciting current gives the following values:
:FF:-~;$5F.—..—.-- —-—___ __..,_- —-
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The empty dynamo being excited:
-., .,.
““-J::~F ‘<q;
——-—— ——....-——— -----. ———-----——--
A correction of 1.PGO kg at 700 rpm or of 0.900 kg at
600 rpm was added” to the tare measurements recorded at the
balance.
Peed Systems
By way of comparison with standard Bosch equipment on
the L\ster engine, two pump injectors were studied: One
fitted -with a 6 mm, the Other l~ith a S mm diameter plunqer.
They are similar to those used in the Winterthur engine
tests. The gas-cylinder bore is 20 mm instead of 24 mn.
The feed control 5.s assured by (a rack 4, carried in the
attachment clamp 5. This rack en$aqes a pinion G,
screwed on franc 7. The shock absorber B, consisting
of a stack of Synthetic-rubbtsr disks in a slide ~, is
maintained in piece 6 by a pluq 9, which permits reg-
ulation of the force Of shock absorbor B.
The point where injection starts is dou>ly regulated
by screw 10, screwed on the feed tute and by eccentric 11
which, by medium of a stop 12, acts on the tare of return
spring A. The opening s? of gas cylinder 13 into the
engine cham%er, is controlled by pump sleeve 14, itself.
A light alloy piston 15, conm.ects with 14.
The lubrication of %ore S2 of the gas cylinder, is
automatically assured at each injection by a leakage of
compressed fuel in pump chamber 16 along s~ of plunger
17.(fig, 27). 3?or this purpose, a hole 18 in sleeve 14
at suitable distance from the pump chamber, communicates
through groove 19 and other holes 20 suitably distrilmt-
ed in piston 15, with the bore of gas cylinder 13.
II —.—.
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F’iston 15 has a free space 21 of a%out 1.5 cm3 at
the botton of 13, which assures precise regulation of
the point where ignition takes place. Indeed, a slight
accidental leak in the closing cone S1 of the gas cylin-
der has no effect on the lift of the piston and the regu-
lation of the point of injection is stable up to its linit,
at dead center.
Comparative Tests of Injection Systems
Boschc- The Bosch punp, controlled b~ the engine regu-
lator, is regulated with an advance of ZO 361 on dead cen-
ter for the start of injection. The effective angle of the
caii has an am litude of 35° 361 at Llaximun feed, or 20° 361
B.T.C.
B
rand 15 A.T.C.
The plunger has a dia~ietcr of 7 rm. The injector with
hydraulic contrgl has one single noxzle 0.24 r.m in dianctcr
and inclined 45 toward the snail turbulcnco chanber B.
The spring of the needlo of 6 x 3 r.m diar.lctcr has a tare of
25 kg, naking the pressure DS = 118 atn at start of in-
jection. -J.1
TABLE I. Standard Bosch Curve
———————~ -–.
I
Gas oil, densit
Speed
rpm
---— -
700
650
640
630
620
610
610
600
——_.
Tare
4,100
5, 7’00
6,800
7t800
8,800
9t200
9,500
10*OOO
.-——_
—-——__
Horse-
power
——____
2.87
3.70
4.35
4.92
5.45
5.60
5.80
6.00
—-———_
——————_
Time
100 cm3
s
8! ~911
6f 2511t
5f 35tl
51 311
41 3311
41 1811
4t 411
3t 4211
-——____
: 0.835 at 15° C
—————.
Con-
sump-
tion
g/hp/l
210
210
201
203
203
207
212
225
—————.
————-——
Advance
deg
—-—————
20° 361
200 36 I
200 36 I
20° 36 I
200 36 I
2(30 36 I
20° 3611
20° 36 ~
——.————
-——————-
compres-
sion
ratio
P
-——-————
19
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
-——————-
-——..—----
Peak
pres-
sure
atm
50
42
42
44
46
49
50
49
.————
At 6 hp, the volume of one in ection, therefore, is
90 mm3, the displacement being equal to 1 liter: the fuel/
air ratio is a/c = 16. The use$ul stroke of the pump is”
2.33 mm by 36° crankshaft, the rack of the pump being
pushed hone by the regulator. The period of maximum in-
jection at 36° crankshaft at 600 rpn, is 0.010 second.
Practical speed of plunger: 0.233 m/s = v
Pa
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Pa’
Injection ‘pressure: = Pia = 245 atm
. .
Opening pressure: = 118 atmPil’ is therefore
well sustained
Pump-Injector System, 6 mm’ diameter plunger
% =9mm Da = 20 mm D3 =6mm
Opening pressure of needle ..... pil = 1’75 atm
Injection pressure ............. = 285 atm
‘ia
Rate of injection. of nozzles ....
‘ia = 191 m/s
Three designs were studied at p. = 285 atm under the
following conditions: 12
—.-— —-——————___ _____ ______ _.—_- — —-———-———— ——-————- —
Nozzles
11
Period
Piston Maximuri of
No . speed stroke maximum
number diameter injection
nm 13/s mm s
—-— .—————- -.—-—A———-—————___————-— —..——-———— .———-————-—
IIa 2 0.25 0.6?5 3 0.0045
11% 4 25 1.350 3 .00225
IIc ‘7 :25 2.360 3 .0012’7
—--— -——————— -——- _______ ___________ ————————— —————————— -—
Pj.l= 175 atr~ Pi2 = 285 at~ S7 = 2x0.25 Tpa = 0,675 n/s
Speed Tare
rpm kg
700 4,000
700 5,500
700 6,600
700 8,300
700 9,400
Time Con- Compres- llaximum
Horse- sump - Advance sion pressure
power 100 CD3 tion ratio
g/hp/h ,deg :P atm
2.80 81 ~511 212 2 ‘ 19 45
3.85 61 1211 211 2 15 ,35
4.62 al 15!1 205 2 15 40
5.81 41 2411 195 2 15 42
6.58 31 4511 202 2 15 42
At 6.58 hp the feed of one injection is 76.5 mm . The
.,,. .,!!! II -.. . , , , , , . . . ..---——— -------- . . . . . ,,—.
-.—
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period of injection is 4 milliseconds, or 16° 48’ crank-
shaft , The fuel-air ratio is a[c = 18.5.
.,
TABLE 11~
l?il =,175 atm pi = 285 atm S7 = 4x0.25 Vp = 1.35 cm/s2 2
-—.— .-———— .
T
Speed Tare
rpm
J
kg
————— ——————.
700 4, 100
’700 5,600
700 6;800
700 8,000
700 9#400
700 10,400
700, 111600
———.._J.———___
——————-—————- —--—- —.
HTime Con-Horse- sump-po~er 100 cm3 tions q/hp/h
I i“
--———-.::—---——-:4 —--
2.87 ~1 2011 209
3.92 ~1. ~11 211
4.76 51 181! 198
5.60 4f 34!1 195
6.58 31 5511 193
7..28 ~1 2711 198
8.12 21 4211 228
I-——_————____—— L_______
.————
II
——
Compres - Maximun
Ad- sion pres -
vance rat io sure
deg P atm
.—-—- ———————— ———————-
2 19 48
2 15 42
2 15 45
2. 15 46
2 15 48
2 15 48
2 15 50
-...———————-——— ————————-
At 8.12 hp, the injection is 104.5 mms, the stroke 3.7 mm,
and the injection ~eriod 0.00272 second, or 11° 30t crank-
shaft . ‘i’hefuel/air ratio is a/ c = lZ.7.
TABLE IIc
Fil = 175 atm Pi2 = 285 atti S7 = 7x0.25 Vi = 2.350 m/s2
—————.
Speed
rpm
-————
700
700
700
700
700
700
’700
——— -.
-—__——-
Tare
kg
.—--———.
4,100
5,600
6,800
E,200
St600
LOt700
L24000
.————-
——-———————————.
Time
Horse-
power 100 cms
——————. .————_——-
2.87 8\ 2011
3.92 61 7II
4.75 ~1 20!1
5.74 4! 32!!
6.72 31 5611
7.49 3f 27fl
8.40 21 39,11
.—-———4 —________
—————,
Con-
sump-
tion
g/hp/h
-—-———.
209
209
197
192
189
193
224
..-__———-
-——— —————————————-———
Ad-
1. I
Compres- Maximum
Vance sion pres-
ratio sure
deg P atm
--—-— ———— —-—— ———————-
2 19 48
2 15 40
2 15 44
2 15 48
2 15 50
2 15 . ::
2115-———— —-———————————————
At 8.4 hp, the feed at “one injection is 107.5 mma, the
pump stroke c = 3.8 mm, the injection period tsO.0016
second, Or Go 4Pt crankshaft, the ratio aJc = 13.2.
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Pum~ InjectorL 5 mm diameter plunger
.—— -—. —-. —-. -.—-- ——.—-- ;:,K7-e-————--
... ,..
DI =8 mm,.” .Da=20mm D3=5mn
.,, .,.
Opening pressure: ............ Pil = li5
“):
atn
71
Injection pressure .......... = 4.50‘“atm
..%k ,;/.
Rate of injection of nozzles: = 250 ii/Sviz
..
Three different injection periods :’ier~ stu~i~d %t this 450
atm injection pressure, as follows:
.—-- —
;;F $~~. :~;l;
.1-
TABLlllIIIa
P“11 = 175 atn pia = 450 atn S7 = 1X3.20 ‘P2 = 0.40 n/s
—-——————_—._ ____ __ -_
zlik-k!2—-——-.—---_ ____
At 7.5 hp. the injectiori,.is 85 mtis~’the st~oke 4.3 mm, the
injection period 0.010.7’second, or, 45° crarikshaft, fuel/air
ratio a/c = 16.7. .Fit’tedwith design No. III-a, ,t,heLister
engine operated remarkably quie~.ly~ ,,,
d:
,.
.. ’::.;,. ‘,-, . . .
: ., ~“: . . .. .... ., ...
..: >,.. ~.:
... . . !. ,. ,’
.:. . :-”~..:.;”J;,
.
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Pil =
-—...
Speed
rpm
—-———-
700
700
700
700
700
700
-————.
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TliBLE 111%
175 ~tm pia = 45o at~ S7 = 8x0.20 via = 3.20 n/s
-———-
Tare
kq
——————
4,500
6,600
9,.300
10,500
31,900
12,300
-—.._——
—
-———- ——-———— —- ——-- -—-—- —- ——------ — ---—- —-
IIillTime Con-” ‘ Compres - MaximumHorse- sump- Advance sion pres-power 100 ems “ tion rat io sures g/hp/h de% P atm-—.-—— -.-—..—- ——--—— —-——— -- ——————— -———-——3.15 8? 50 197 2 19 354.62 51 4011 191 2 15 426.51 41 1211 182 2 15 457.35 3 t 4011 185 2 15 468.33 3t 9‘1 190 2 15 528.61 21 5611 198 2 - 15 50
-----.— —---- ——- —————— -————— - -—-—- --— ———-— --
At 8.61 h~. the injection is 97 mm3 , the effective PumP
lift 4.9 ;rn, the i~jection period t = 0.00153 second, or
6° 241, fuel/air ratio a/c = 14.5/1. The running is
harsh hut becomes softer as the charge increases.
TABLE IIIc
Pil = 175 atm Piz = 450 atm Sy = 6x0.25
‘P2 = 3.80 cm/s
—--—.
Speed
rpm
—————.
700
700
700
’700
700
700
700
700
I
--—--- ———-
Tare Horse-
power
kg
————- — —---- -
4,300 3.01
6,200 4.34
17~600 5,328,800 6.1610,:300 7:2111,000 7.7011$700 8.191?3500 8.75-. ---- —--————
——————.
Time
100 cm3
s
—————--
8f 5If
51 5911
51 gII
Al 3411
3! 5(-JII
31 3411
31 ~811
PI 561!
———————
—————-
Con-
sump-
tion
g/hp/h
-—————
205
192
183
178
180
182
185
195
—— ————————- ——
Compres-
Advance sion
ratio
deg P
——-- ———---————— --
2 19
2 15
2 15
2 15
2 15
2. 15
2 15
2 15
__=_____—— ————
---———
Maximum
pres-
sure
atm
—.-—-—--
38
40
44
44
48
49
54
52
.———- --—_—_ -
At 8.75 hp, the feed is”97 mms, the stroke. .C = 4.9 mm,
the spray period t = 0.00128 second, or 5° 22f, fu@l/air
ratio a/c = 14.5.
Exe&mination of these results show plainly that in an
engine with turbulence cham%er:
1. The power developed %y the engine varies converse-
ly to the duration of injection.
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2* The specific fuel consumption varies inversely to
the. pressure of injection.
. .
These two laws, brought in evidence by the Winterthur
engine tests, are in consequence, general, and apply equal-
ly to engines with turbulence chamhers and those with di-
r“ect injection.
Concentration - Air-Fuel Ratio
The fuels used in Diesel engines are larqely composed
of 85 kg of carbon and 14 kg’ of hydrogen per 100 kg of
hydrocarbon. The remaining 1 percent consists of water,
sulphur, impurities, etc. , and may be disregarded. .
The products of complete combustion of the hydrocar-
bon are carbonic acid and water vapor. The molecular
wei%ht of” carbon and hydrogen being’ respectively, 12 and
2, the oxygen necessary for complete combustion of 100 kq
of fuel in kilogram/molecule is :
f~(C02)+&@H50) = 7.1(C02)+3.5(E120) =10.6 molecule of 0,2
The air necessary for this is:
10.~ X 100 = 50.5 molecules of air
—— .————___
21
Under standard conditions, of 760 mm Hg and 15° C,
the volume of a molecule Of qas is qiven by the equation
of state: pv =RT:
v 848 X 288= ——————— -- ._10000 24.4 L13/k<
The air needed fur complete combustion Of a kilogram of fuel
is
v= EQ&_&.24A4 = 12,3 #/]cF
100 .>
of fuel
in weight:
G = 12.3 X 1.19 = 14.5 kg of fuel/air
For this ratio of 14.5 the mixture is saturated, hence
the concentration of 100 percent.
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Fi,gure 29.- Comparative power and conswption curves.
Plunger diameter 5 mm
210
2,5
10$
2,00\
:.
-.
,,, “\ .....
“\..
190 \
“\
15
lb
4753, h h,s
Figure 30.- Comparative power and consumption curves.
Numbers 1, IIc and IIIc
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For the maxinun power developed by the Lister engine
fitted with the
——— —— —___________
Desi Zn -
——— _______________
a/c ratio ‘;“
Excess airj, .:”:’”
Concentratioti: “
percent”
,.’
Ho; se’poi~6r
Specific cons-
umption,
q/hp/h
Effective effi-
ciency
,.-y_,-—%-,-_—+______
different ‘designs, it was found that :
~,—,T___
‘I
——___ .
.:16 .,’
+.11
,,,.
.;”:”
‘“9o ‘“
.,.,
,,
6
,,,.
,,
225
28.2
-—_____
.—————
I1a
.————-
18.5
.+.28
7’8.5
6.58
202
zl.~
—————-
.———--- +
III)
.-—-— —-
13.7
-,055
../
106
.,
.8.12
228 “
27;9
,., .. . .
.- —————.. .->..
IIc
.-=------
13.2
- 4.0?:5
f, .-,
..
110
,8,..40
,,.
,,
224
28.4 -
-——-.----
IIIa
16.7
,+*15
.
,87
7.49
198
3:~g6
--,—___
1111)
.———-
14.5
0
100
8!.61
198
32.2
————.
--—-
IIIc
—-——
14.5
0
100
8.75
195
32.6
-—___
. :,$ .,<
‘Fr’O”m-:’hiS‘ta%le it is readily apparent that
ening the injection period, the air-fuel ratio can be re-
b-y short-
duced, to the lim~t of saturation,
.14.5’kg of ;air ~er kilo-
%ram of qas Oil-,”with an attendant improvement”” in, tiffec-
tive efficiency of the engine. .’,J
,,
It is quite’””evident that for the two points IIb and
IIc, where the concentration exceeds 100” percent, the pump
feed was excessive; in this case, the excess of fuel can-
not I.mrn and produces smoke at the exhaust. The specific
fuel consumption for these two points.are, for the rest,
30 g higher than for IIIb and IIIc, although for the lower
horsepower, the difference amounts to no more than 10 to
20 q/hp/h.
With a 100-perc~nt concentration, and a 75-percent
boost charge, the Lister enqine manifests no smoke in’ the
exhaust when fitted with designs IIIb or IIIc, and the com-
bustion takes place entirely during the expansion stroke of
the piston.
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Chapter 6
DELAYED COMBUSTION CYCLE
Rapidity and Efficiency of Combustion Cycle
Unquestionably, an increase in compression ratio, in
the speed and pressure of injection, tends to increase
the quickness of combustion. The cycle approaches that
for constant volume, where dp = m. Under these conditions
z<
of optimum thermal efficiency, the fatigue of engine parts,
such as pistons, connecting rods, hearingsy ctc~ , is no
longer conpatihle with mechanical strength and their satis-
factory 13resorvation.
But experience has proved it to be possi%le to utiliZe
high compression ratios, high speeds, and pressuresof in-
jection without promoting greater fatigue in engine com-
ponents, provided that a dela-yed combustion cycle is formu-
lated.
AS evident prOOfi we show’ figure 31. These diagrams
were recorded at 7.00”rph: on ‘the Li.ster engine at exac%lY
3 horsepower. !l!hey’a~ford a’rea’dym”eans for computing or
reading the data appended in the following two tables.
Tor’ the first diagram, the” engine is’fitted with a
pump-injector Sy&’tem of D3 = 5 mm diameter’, five atomiz-
ing’ nozil”es of” 0,25. mm diameter, a“nd in3@ctiion pOint set
at 15° advance. “The second diagramis %ased on the same
equipment, ex.cep.tthat the injec”tidn advan”ce is reduced
to 2°. For” t’he~third, the normal Bosch
injection starting at 20° 3.T.C.
———-—————————__________ ._________ -
-——-————- .-—————___ ______ ------
System
Injection advance, deg “,’,
Injection p“ressure, at~ ‘
Compression ratio, p
Nozzles, n x D
Injection period, s
Injection period, deg
rpn.
horsepower
Specific consumption, g/hp/h
Effective efficiency, percent
——-——— ______________________
.——-—..———.
1
..—————-----
T’uscher
15
450
19
5x0.25
0.00057
2° 24!
700
3
212
30
--——————— .
equipment is used,
.————————.
2
.———— -——
Tuscher
2
450
19
5x0.25
0.00057
2° 24t
700
3
200
31.7
-——-—-———.
— .-.———, —.,, ,, , ,, ,,,,,
.——————--
3
.--——-——
Bosch
20
285
19
lXO.24
0.00345
14° 25!
700
3
210
30.3
,———---—-
,,,,,.,mI IInnmm-- w 1 11 n
!~
Injection system
Tuscher .TUscher For figure 31 *Bosch Sector a-b is the ignition lag.sector b-c ~
,,.
,. 1PM ..... ..,,” ,: 3 the “period.of ctirnbu’stfonwith increa8e in ~
. .. . {q“ P;. PM pressure. : . t?’
. . .
. . ..
----- . .
.,,..,..
. . . . .
. i
.-
. .
.. !.’”.”;
.
. .
.: ..+ -.
..
.
-. . ....”
-7,. ..
““’injection
Advance..”.cp” 150 0’
-.
Press@?2..,atm 450
20° de rees
45; ,,-‘ ,. 285 7kg c.m2
, Period’.,.,.s &:p57 0.000057II
“.;’.V” -
0~00345’secoh&
.. .zoz~c . 1425’
Combustion - degrees
Max pressure..atm 70
Pericd ~..... s
43 ‘ ~ 58 ‘&m2
. 0.’00273 0 ~0213”!! 96 ““
0.00274 seconds
‘-....... qo 11030’
.3peed ........
11030‘ de reesdp/dt 12.5
II 4.7 9.1 “dp/dq) 2.~5”. 7kg ms....... 1.11 2.2– kg/deg-.
Figure 31.- Advanced and retarded combustion cycles,
Lister engine at 3 hp, 700 rpm.
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... . . ...
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Figure 32.- Retarded combustion w
cycle-piessure-vo1-
ume card.
. .
:...
,-
. .
For-figure 31.
V=displacement .V=1000cm””5-
Vo=volume of cornbust~pn:~hamber;
vo=540m3(p=19)
a=starting point of injection
b= 1’ %II
“ combustion ;C=point of maximum.pzessure of .
cycle. G!
I-J
*
. - .,! ~ . ,,% E
. .. . s.,,
With the minus sign (-) indicatingB.T.C., and the plms sign (+) denotingA.T.C.,,figure 31
affords:
No..
Angles, o itT.C..
Duration, ,.,&eg
Duration, sec
Variation.Vocm3
-- V. in % V.
Variationpressure
Rapidity of cornDus-
tion, dp/dt in kg/ins
Rapidity of combus-
tion,.dp/dCpinkg/del
Feak pressure
1
Lag
a-b
,15 to -5
10°
0.000237
-30.27
-56%
+10 atm
~ombus~ton
b-c
=5°,im+& 301
11° 3of
0.00274
+6.43
+12$
+34 atm
12.5
2.95
70 atm
2
.2°to +10(
12°
0.00285
+15.2
+28$
-5 atm
tommlstion
t)-c
1-1otrJ+19
9°
0.00213
+39.3
+73%
+10 atfi
4.7
1.11
43 atu
4
03
3
Lag
a-b
-20° to -4°
..16°
0..00382
-57,87
-109$
+16
Combustion
b-e
4 to +7° 30~
11° 3of
0.,00274
+8.56
+15.8$
+25 atm
9.1
22
58 atrn
It is readily apparent that cycle No. 2, with retarded combustion,,secures not only the best
o
g
.
engine efficiency,but also promotes all the conditions of good preservation of the componentparts,,
while rapidity of combustionand peak pressure of the cycle are reduced to a minimum-
,,.-., .... , , ,,-. . !..!. ---..., . , ,. , ,.,,,- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..— . .. —.. ------- . ..-
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,., ..- . . . ... -,- ,.-—, .,-- .’ -
Peak Pressure of Retarded Cycle
.... . .. . .
,-
Assume a combustion at constant volume at dead cen,-
ter,, For a specified concentration, , air-fuel = a,” this
“co~b’u’s”tiondefines a maximum” pressure,
.....
PC i which may not
...
be exceeded+ @Since ~t = m’, the heat loss by the,walls
--
during combustion is zero.
,.
At’ the point of maximum, pressure Po To the expan-
sion of the burned gases follows the adiabatic law:
??O ToY = constant
suppose now the combustion at constant Volume takes place
after dead center for a crankshaft position 9. In this
instance the volume
‘v
of the combustion chanber is
vq),=vo+-(l~coq))v
where V
o
and V denote the volume of the conpre~sion
chamber and of. the displacement, respectively. ‘
The pressure p
?
of combustion at constant volume in
point ~ of thepis on, cannot b6 other than that obtained
by an expansion of p. to p~ on the adiabatic PO V. =
constant . Hence, the relation:
[ 1
7
P. vo~ ‘ Pq V. + (1 - Cos Cp) v = constant
whence
[
V. 1YPq = P. -.-——— _____________Vo+(l-cosq)v
The calculation of this value Pq) of the peak pres-
sure of a retarded combustion for the Lister engine’with
P = 15 compression ratio: :
L ---- — —.
V. = 72 cm3 ‘, V =“1072 cm3 ~ = 1,4’”’
‘P. = 100 atm
affords:
80
---———..———.
Constant, .,
volume
combustion
A. T.C.
Retarded V.
deg cm 3
——-—-———————-
0 72
5 76
10 87
15 10’7
20 133
25 167
30 207,
——— ——— ——— —— —..
A 10° lag in
. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .
.. . . . .
.-- —_______ 1--L—--— ----- — ————-———-— —_-_—--- ——.
~ol.ume of
com’b,ustio”n,
chamber “,‘j’
increase
N?. Avo
cm3 percent
.- —-— ——-—L-
0 0
4 5.5
15 21
35 49
61 85
95 .132
135 187
.—___— ——— ——
P@ak pressure of cycle I
.. . . .. ..
atm
.
.——-——.- —-- —,—- —-——— —----
100
93.4
77.3
59.1
,43.7 .
32.2
27.9
,————— .—.-———— ——— ——— ——— -
Decrease of
peak pressure
percent p
o
,————— ——_— ——-.——
0“
6.6
22.7
40.9
56.3
67,8
76.1
———— _——___—__.—
combustion A. T.C. reduces the peak pressure by a
fourth of ’its theoretical value for top center, and 41”parcent for
a 15° lag.
.,
In reality,. the: comb.ust~on is not realized at constant
volume, it has an a-ppreci.able duration of several milli~econds,
. . k pressure of the cycle is stillcanalthe; rcductl on”“In-the. ‘pea.
ho”rb.’~”ccentuated than indicated by the. theoretical calcula-
tion,.
The real peak pressure is a point P91 < Pv on the adi -
‘Y
,abatic po.’vo ,= constant.
,.
On comparison of the diagrams 1 and 2 of figure 31, it
is found that the ,peak pressure drops from 70 to 43 atm for
The drop in peak pressure isa 10° delay of cycle (plot ;5). ,
38,5 percent. -,
We also find that the rapidity.of con,bustion dp/ dt it-
self, is considerably reduced when the cycle is retarded:
dp:-
= 12.5 kg/tis; plot &;2, dpPlot No. 1, 3% ~~ ,:=4.7 k~/ms.
2&9 .= 2*7Ratio, of reduction, 4 ?
l
For a 10° retarded cotibustian at top center, ~he quick-
ness of combustion and, consequently, the fatigue of the en-
gine is almost three times less.
I,
-,
.=,-.,
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‘It further”-’w~”s~“ol~lid.“that this ,10°” d-ela~kd cycle de-
fines the best effect ipeefficiency.:of ‘the engine: ne =
31.7 percent (200 g/hp/h), instead :of,:me = 30 percent
(212 g/hp/h) !Vherithe combustion is,;situated normally at
top center (plot Ifd. 1), ,.~.’,.:‘“..”.
,:...,’ ....,.
......
Contrary to’ t3iose empirice.1 .ffindtngs;’:itis seen on
plot pv (fig .’.3’2)I:that the enerq~.sup.~1.ied ‘by the cycle
of retarded conrlnrst’,i.on is:inferi:o.r.to that of aPcq’ Po ,.. ,,,:. :!:.:
combustion ””;&:’;-,..& at const&.t”v&j~urne i.n”:.,T,’CiThe shaded
,!. ,, ....:., .,, .
area on the left-hand side qivqs t.:h,e..,v.alue:.o”fthe energy
lost by the delay in. combustion.
The th.~oretical thermal eff.ic$en.cy of a delayed com-
bustion cycle therefore being p~ainl~~ inferior to that of
a combustion at top center, it seems logical to admit that
the. kinematics of our en,gin.es- pistons, connecting rods,
crankshaft - have a deplorable instantaneous mechanical
efficiency when the peak of “the pressure of a cycle exfi
‘ ~c.e+,dsa: certain limit p. or the qui c.k~;ess d>,~dt of the
combustion pa’ss,esbeyond a specified value. The.r’ef’o:rw,a
. dela~~cd com%ti,s,fiionccycle of inferior thermzil.efficiency
~pr~cticall~; i:n:sures the engine a better effective “efficien-
cy; hence, finally, a bettor utilization of the ,.’burned
fuel . ,.>:
.,.
.,?%goes without saying, that by merely reducing the
compression ratio, one cannot anticipate the same results
obtained by. the use of a ret,arded combustion,
.
The temperature change in a cyble follows substantial-
ly th,at of the pressure. From this point of view, the re-
tarded combustion cycle offers the:advantage of reduced
heat stresses in the pistons and liners of the engines,
and lowor heat 10”ss throtigh the walls. ‘But this advantage
alone could not give a ~~t,ional e~~lan.ation of the gain
made from the use of this form of cycle, if the mechanical
efficiency of the engine were not wt;the same time im-
proved considerably.
.,
To our knowledge, .,,no study: of the instantaneous vari-
ation of the mechanical efficiency of an efiqine in rela-
tion to the quickness dp/ dt of combustion has ever been
published. Such research Should throw some light on the
difficulties encountered the past few years with high-
power, high-speed Diesels for aircraft’use. Such studies
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miqht be carried ‘out hy measurtn.g the “.effective eff.icien-
cie~ of zi.n”engine under .”varying deqraes of delayed com~
bustioti, the peak pressure” pq and dp/dt , and comput-
itig the entropy diagrams and heat balances of realized “
cycles. A comparison of the two sets of results would
make it possible to determine the best p~ and dp/dt
along with the simultaneous change in thermal and effec-
tive efficiencies of. the engine. Then it would b-e a simple
matter t“o“deduc’e the laws of ,instanta’neous variation of
the mechanical efficiency in relation to the two valu,es of
Pq and dQ”/’dt. ,Unfortunate’lyi we’ have not the means to
undertake this research.
#,
Records of Delayed Com%u”stion Cycles Obtained with
the ‘Zeiss-Ikon Cathodic Indicator
.’
It was %elieve& that ‘the Watt indicator had too much
inertia to give an exact check of the marked pressure
chqhges’ within the biief interval of a few milliseconds.
SO the Air ‘Ministry placea at our disposal a Zeiss-Ikon
indicator tiith quartz’ crystal with which to check the
plots ‘recorded so far with the Lehmann-Michels instrument.
These re”co.rdsMere made simultaneously with the two” indi-
cators, - ‘ .
The pressure tap of the first (fig. 25) is a hole 6
mm. in diameter in the axis of the first Ricardo sphere,
“thequartz crystal %eing locaked some 4 or 5 mm from the
sphere; the pressure tap of the second is across a 3.5 mm
hole, about 250 mm long in tb.e axis of the valve closing
the second sphere B.
,’
For these tests:’
1. The engine speed was kept exactly at 700 rpm, bY
correcting the pump feed manually.
2. Three systems of injection were essayed:
a) Bosch: injector with nozzle 0,24 mm in diameter,
at 45° toward cham%er B, the pump being set at 20°
advance on top center.
b) Tuscher: pump injector’ with one nozzle of 0.20
mm diameter at 40° toward chamber B, injection ad-
vance varied from 3° to 6°.
. ..— —
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c) Tuscher: pump-injector unit, 8 nozzles of 0,20
mm diameter_,_ fanwise toward.chamber B. One of the
nozzles ~-oints toward center of sphere A; injection
point varied from OOto 3°
3. Four points on the power curve were studied:
——---- ___________ _.
--———— __________ . .. ..
1. - ---- - - -
2. - - - -- -- -
3. - - --- - - --
4. - -- - -- - -
———_ ..____—_________
—.———-.——--..—.-— ------ —
Horsepower developed
....-..—----.--.-——-— —.-—— -—
3
3
~
maximum at 700 rpm
--———___-._-__—_..-____—_—
The four graphs, 34. to 37, represent
,.——-———- —————————
Compression ratio
.—.-—-—-———————— —
19
15
15
15
,,-_--—___——__.-———--
the diagrams re-
corded in this experiment. The measurements and results
are given in tabular form.
On comparing these results, it is seen that the meas-
urements supplied by the two types of indicators agree to
within 2 to 3 percent. Except for the adiabatic expansiou
of the cycle, the study of which holds nothing new, the in-
ertia of the equipment and the marked flattening of the
pressure lead of the Lehmann indicator do not distort the
r~cords appreciably. The conclusions so far drawn from
the reading of the diagrams may be considered as correct.
Effect of Compression Ratio p
Measurements I and II, p = 19 and p = 15, 3 horse-
power , have shown that:
1. The effective engine output is a func~ion of the
compression ratio p, The gain is about 2,5 percent for
the three injection systems analyzed, when p passes from
15 to 19.
I I
I.L. “f,N.
I
.
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Figure 34. - Lehmann-zeiss cards, 3 hp, 700 rpm, compression ratio: P -19.
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Figure 35--- Lehmam-Zeiss cards, 3 hp, 700 rpm, compression ratio: p = 15~
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Figure 36. - Lehmann-Zeiss cards, 5 hp, 700 rpm, compression ratio: p = 15.
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Figure 37.“- Lehmann-Zeiss cards, MS. X,hp, 700 rpm, compression ratio: p =15
l
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2. The peak pressure of the cycle rises with p; it
amounts to 3.5 atm for the advanced cycle given hy the
Bosch unit (Pn = 45.5 atm for p = 15 and 49 atm for
P = 19). It is even more accentuatocl when the cycle is
retarded: 6 atm for unit b) with smooth running, and 9 atm
for unit c) with hard running. In fact, in a unit such as
b) or c), controlled by the compression of the engine, the
injection pressure is proportional to the compression; the
.
penetration of the atomized spray is therefore much greater
when P is increased. It is therefore natural that the
peak pressure of the cycle and the quicknass of comlmstion
rise even more rapidly in relation to the compression r,atio.
7. . . The quickness of com%ustiou rises with p when
the cycle is r(?tarded. (units ‘b) and e)).
4. Contrariwise, for the Bosch unit with advanced
cycle , the quickness is 6.8 l<g/millisecond for p = 19,
and rises to 10.55 kg/millisecond for p = 15. By listen-
inq to the noise while ths engine runs, this anomaly is
audille. The running seems to be smoother and more requ-
lar when the second chamber B in the Lister engine is
closed.
This findinq, seemingly abnormal at first glance, can
be explained hy the fact that the Bosch injects the fuel
at a pressure independent of the compression of the engine.
In fact, the injection pressure heinq identical in %oth
cases, the penetration and dispersion of the spray a,ro
less whenrnthe compression ratio is higher, the portion Of
the combustion air involved by the gas oil is smaller, has
a qreatc?r penetration, ‘and consequently a less active com-
bustion of tho mixture.
From this it is logical to conclude that the quick-
ness of combustion varies inversely with the mixture con-
centration. This fact is confirmed even nore clearly by
the Zeiss records of the retarded cycles - units b) and
c) - where the rapidity of combustion is seen to decrease
as the enqine char~e and, consequently, the saturation of
the air-fuel ratio is increased.
An examination of the Zeiss records shows, in a qen-
eral W3F, that a qreater rapidity of combustion is accom-
panied by more accontuatcd pressure undulations during
combustion and expansion. In our opinion, these undula-
tions, which come and go for no apparent reason, are in-
dicative, of a. turbulent regime of the combustion. The
Compressionratio, p
hp ..$.*@*****...*****
rpm ..................
Units ...............0
fare of balance,kg ..
hp developed ....*....
!Coburn 100cm3 gas-oil
Spec. consump.,g/h/h
+Effectiv output, 0..3Feed,mm .............
Stroke,mm ...........
Injectionperiod,ms ..
Period,degr~es.......
Air fuel ratio,a/c ...
Excessair,e ........O
Concentration,% l ..
Compress.A.T.C.:. .
Zeiss measure, atm ...
Lehmannmeasure, atm .
Peak pressure:
Zeiss measure, atm ...
Lehmannmeasure, atm .
Speed of combustion:
dp/dt ,kg/ms ..........
dp/d~ ,kg/deg ........
Injectionadvance,deg
Retarded combustion:
msA.T.C. ............
deg A.T.C. ...........
Ignitionlag:
h.r~tioninms .......
“ deg ......
Combustion:
Duration in ms .,.,...
H “ deg ......
—
I
a
4,200
2,94
S’15°
206
30,7
34,7
0,9
3,44
14024’
39,7
1,74
36,5
—
—
49
50
6,8
1,6
200
—
—
—
—
1,6
, 61J44’
1(J
3
700—
b
4,300
3,01
gJ23,,
19s
32
34
1,73
4,32
18c115’
40,5
1,8
36
38,2
37
43
42
6,15
1,46
30
1,75
7022’
2,48
10”22’
0,885
3043’
—_
c
4/100
3,08
7,53!,
205
31
36,2
1,84
0,575
2“25’
38,2
1,66
37,6
37
37
51
50
19,5
4,64
30
2,04
8036’
2,77
I1036’
0,84
3031’
Table B
11
a
4,200
2,94
7’34”
225
28,2
37,8
0,98
3,74
15040’
36,6
1,53
39,5
—
—
45,5
45
10,55
2,51
200
—
—
—
—
1,375
5048’
13
3
700
—.—
1)
4;300
3,(M
7’43”
~1~
29,5
37
1,88
4,70
19045’
37,2
1,56
39
29
29
37,4
37,5
4,86
1,16
30
1,44
(j03!
2,17
gosl
1,87
7“50’
c
4,300
3,01
7,25,,
224
28,3
38,5
1,96
0,612
2“35’
36
1,5
40
29
29
41,8
39
17,8
4,24
20
2,26
9030’
2,75
I1oW’
0,87
3039’
111
_.–—
a
7,000
4,90
5,~2.z
197
32,3
54,5
1,42
5,43
22042’
25,3
0,76
57
—
—
47,3
46,5
12,4
2,96
200
—
—
—
—
1,32
5033’
15
5
700
—
b
7,200
5,04
5,20,,
185
34,4
53,6
2,73
6,83
28040’
25,8
0,78
56
28,2
29
43,6
43
5,72
1,36
60
1,15
4c150’
2,58
10”50’
2,7
11021’
c
7,300
5,11
5120.f
183
35
53,6
2,73
0,855
3035’
25,8
0,78
56
29
29
41
38
19,7
4,68
OOP.M.
3,85
1607’
3,85
1607’
0,97
4041
IV
a
10,000
7,00
3’18”
217
29,2
86,5
2,25
8,6
36”
16
0,11
90
—
—
51
48
14,5
3,45
200
—
—
—
—
0,875
3040’
15
Maximum
700
b
10,600
7,42
3,28,?
194
32,8
82,5
4,20
10,5
44”6’
16,7
0,15
87
29
29
43,6
43
4,12
0,98
30
1,725
7015’
2,45
10”15’
3,1
130
c
12,400
8,68
2!55{,
197
32,3
96
4,88
1,523
6024’
14,5
0,00
100
29
29
51
51
13,5
3,21
20
2,45
9050’
2,82
11050’
2,15
90
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Figure 38.. Speed of combustion, speed and peak pressure represented
(Fig. 39) plotted against power dbvelo~ped; No. II, III,
and IV, p=15.
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causes of this phenomenon are unstable; indeed, no two suc-
cessive cycles recorded with the Zeiss indicator ever
match exactly. Not only may the peak pressure vary 2 or 3
atmospheres , hut the rapidity of the pressure variations
also always show some difference, These differences are
the result of a change in the way the spray penetrates
the fire chamber; the flow of the fuel %eing equally tur-
lulent , makes this possi%le. A more searching experimen-
tal analysis will perhaps show perfect accord between ros-
onanco of the pressure of combustion and that of the flow
of the injection.
For the present, it can only “%e said that the amplitude
of resonanco, for equal engine charge, increases with the
rapidity dp/dt of combustion. It reaches 7 atn for
dp
Z7
= 19.5 kg/rls, graph I-c, and drops 5CI percent for
dp
= 17.8 kq/ns,
<T
graph II-c.
We ,n.lsosee that the anplitude of those resonances
diminishes with the enqine charqe (graph IV-C). Their
frequency, on the other hand, always seens to ‘be around
3000 periods per second. Furthermore , it appears as if
these phonomcna of turbulence in combustion wore the cause
of the noisier runninq of the ongino.
Plate 38 is a qraphical representation. of the quick-
ness of the exploted cycles.
Variations in Quickness of Combustion
5. Quickness of combustion is, as already stated,
inversely proportional to the delay in the combustion and
to the period of injection (curves dp/dt a, b, and c).
6. For an advanced combustion cycle (Bosch unit,
curve d.p/dt a)), rapidity increases with the engine
charge .
?, For a delayed combustion cycle (units l)) and c)),
rapidity starts on a slight increase of the charge, then
drops quickly with the supercharge,
To illustrate: At 8.7 hp (point IV-c), the rapidity
is only 13.5 kq/ms, whereas it reaches 17.8 kg/ins at 3 hp
(point II-c) and 19.7 at 5 hp (point III-c).
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. . This f?e’atqre.of”‘the delayed’ “eye’le“is’”,””we ‘believe ~ “o-f
utmost importance for high-speed Diesel development.
.4. .. ,.’., -,.,:
,.. , ,,. ,.
In effect, “’up to now, high-speed, Diesel research has
run against this ltrocktlof quickness of combustion. increas-
ing with the engine charge. :M,@chani,c&laccidents due to the
a?)normal violence of the cy,cle:,have forced constructors,
in their attempts to obtain a longer and more progressive
com:bust.ion, eitiher to increase the.per.kod o“finjection, or
resort to preignition, whi.ch.consists in:,atomizing a small
‘amount of fuel , in the operating chamber, several degrees
before the principal injection. . !
,,..
Thes~ artifices invariably reflect on the power devel-
oped by the engine, as demonstrated on two engines of dif-
ferent types an”d of absolutely di.ffcrcnt desiqn; the spe-
cific horsepower of a Diesel onqine is inversely propor-
tional to. the injc’ction .pcr,iod.
,’
It is here, we believe, that we must try to find the
re?ason why the, Diesel engine has not afforded the adve.n-
ta~es whic,h were, ~.y rj.g]>ts, expected,* - !
It’scemsto.us that .thi-ssituation ,might be modified
in f&vor of.thel Diesel l.y using the. cycle of delayed com-
bustion which:permits, as, seen, higher speeds, and pressures
of injection without incre~.sing the.peak of’the cycrle;
whil~ occasioni.nq a reduction, in the r.apidit,y:of combus-
tion in relation to the charge,
This peculiar quality of the d~layed cycle miqht, it
seems , furnish a solution for the best specific horsepower
and %est effective efficiency, without fear of danqerous
fe.ti$ue.
For the present, it appears difficult to exactly de-
fine t“he relation of cause and effect which explains this
decline of quickness in function, of. the charqe of the en-
?inec
——________ - ~ ________
‘La Technique Automobile et A6rionne, No. 188, Tebruary
“1939: I’”Ithas tieen established that, for enqines of
equal displ”aciment and weight, tho Diqsel cycle supplies
33 percent less power than a carburetor enqine, but its
fuel consumption is a,lso 15 i)ercont 10ss. ‘This differ-
ence in consumption %etween two engine types, assumes
importance on,ly ~hen’it involves distances of from 2500
to 3000 km; but as a result of the high supercharging
adopted in modern aircraft”, the power necessary .at take-
off renders flight impossible.e.11
m.- .—— —.
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‘Three “condition tend ‘toward this object :
.
,,,
1. A greater amount of heat employed for the va-
porization of a greater fuel charge.
““2. A lohger period of injection, which extends
the period of combustion.
3. A much greater and”faster’ volume V of the
chamher durinq combustion..
The delayed cycle alone po”ssessinq this ‘characteris-
tic, the third condition is quite certainly dominant.
Peak-Pressure Variations of the Cycle
8. In an advanced cycle, the maximum pressure rises
with the engine charge (curve pm~al.
9. In a retarded cycle the peak pressure is a func-
tion of the advance of combustion (curves pm b and c).
Even for high speeds and pressures of injection, the
peak pressure of the retarded cycle can always le main-
tained within acceptable limits, by regulating the delay
in injection in relation to the engine charge (point IIIcP
for “example; injection at T.C.; delay of combustion 16° ‘Y:
peak pressure 41 atm).
Fuel Consumption, Power, and. Effective Efficiency of
an Engine with Delayed Cycle
100 The specific fuel consumption and the horsepowers
developed are improved by the use of the retarded cycle;
they always follow the laws outlined,in sections on pages
37 and 40, and appear to be little affected %y a greater
or lesser delay in combustion.
11. At low enqine charge the efficiency and, hence,
the specific consumption of the engine are improved by a
less pronounced rapidity of combustion (curves me and G,
points 11%).
Concentration -.Air-Fuel Ratio
12. Kith supercharge,. ‘the possibility of concentra-
tion of the fuel-air mixture ’under favorable conditions of
..
.— . . . . . . -. .—-——-—.-—. .. ...—
..——
-—
I
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,,. thermal’ efficiefiby ‘incre.A.se”swith the s~eed of injection
(curves a~c , a,. b., and. c) (fig. 39).
,,,
.. . ,. .,.
.
This ,s’ta.temen.t.is ,.verifiek in an’absolutely general
manner ;f,orall. systems of.‘injection and for all combus-
tion cycle’s used. There fo.:re,:when the Bosch pump is con-
trolled ly th:eregulator, the emgine speed drops slowly
with. the charg”e. It was fotin’dthat , under these condi-
tions, the Lister enqine developed 6 hp at 600 rpm, super-
charged 20 perc”e-nt of the rat”ed horsepower,’ with”a. concen-
tration of 90.-pereent and ~ specific consumption of. 225 g/ :
hp/hr. The injection p“eriod is then 10 milliseconds. If,
under those conditi’onus, the rack of the pump feed i,s
pushed to the bottbm, the engine does not change speed -
neither does the potibr of 6 hp rise any further; only the
specific fuel consumption increases and the exhaust be-
comes smoky. Contrariwise , if the rise in charge occurs
while its speed of 700 rpm is maintained, by manual regu-
lation of the pump feed; the power by supercharge reaches
7 hp (curve a). The injection period at 700 rpm is not
more than 8.58 m.illisecon.ds, and for .a 90-percent concen-
tration the specific consumption has dropped to 217 g,/hp/h,
while the supercharge is 40 percent instead of 20.
It is.seen, on the other hand, that for a 1.5 milli-
second injection period, the supercharge reaches 75 per-
cent (point IVC) with a specific consumption of 197 g/hp/h,
a 32.3-percent efficiency, and 100-percent concentration;
the theoretical mixture is 14.5 parts of air to one part
of fuel.
This 100-percent saturation cannot he obtained under
adequate conditions of engine efficiency except by ,the use
of the retarded ,com.lnzstion cycle.
The effect of ,adelayed combustion on the possi%le
concentration of the fuel-air mixture and, consequently.,
on the specific horsepower per liter of displacement, can
be explained, as seen in section on Injection Advance and
Combustion Cycle, page 48, by the chemical theories of the
variation of the-equilibrium factor, though ‘a physical in-
terpretation of t,he phenomenon seems evident.and leads,.
in any case, to the,same conclusions.
. . “.
In fact, if the combustion starts as usual, before.
top center, it continues in a gas in active compression;
the movement and.,tur~ulence of this gas tend to become
slower, to. the detriment of a good contact of air and fuel.
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The combustion is cor.lpleted lefore the total fuel is burned.
In the delayed cycle, on the other hand-, coulustion starts
and continues in an atmosphere of vivid expansion - that is,
to say, of increasing turbulence, thus assuring better con-
tact “of air and fuel. The quickness of the combustion
should be grectter$ Inzt it is largely corrpensated by the
increased chanler volune, so that the concentration is ahlc
to reach its theoretical linit of saturation easily,
Thus, t}ithout having investigated it as yet, it seens
logical that the advantages - greater horsepower, thcr~lal
and mechanical efficiency - obtained by a delayecl combus-
tion, should he even nore substantial in high-speea en-
gines , in which the ~reatest linear piston speed pernits a
norc rapid increase in tkle voluue Pa of the working chan-
~er and, consequently, a nore active expansion of gases.
Operating Noises
Obviously, the operating noise of the Diesel is a
function of the quicl:ness of combustion.. To reduce the
noise, a delayed combustion is therefore indicated. the
rate of injection could. also be reduced but that would be
to the detriment of the horsepower developed.
The Lister engine equipped with pump-injector unit b
(one nozzle, 0..2o mm diameter) has remarkably .smooth’oper-
ation at all loads; the developed horsepower has a limit
of 7042 horsepower.
The same engine fitte’d with unit c (eight nozzles
of 0.20 mm diameter) , on the contrary~ runs roughly~ espe-
cially at low loads; at a maximum horsepower of 8.7, the
opcrati on is less noisy than at 5 horsepowers which proves
that the a,uickness of the retarded cycle decreases when
the concentration increases.
The nozzle sprays being toward the axis of the turbu-
lence - that is, toward chamler B,- the engine runs more
quietly than if directed. at ~0° or 180°. The position of
the nozzles, pointing toward cham%er B, also gives the
lest valmes at the test stand.’ A symmetrical spray dis-
tribution in chamber A is accompanied ly harder: running
and less favorable consumption values.
In short, it does not seem possible to get the utmost
from fuel-injection engines if this demand is accompanied
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.-. %y s’i’ieni--operation.
,.-
So~e choice nust be nade between
snooth running and snaller supercharge, and hard running
under optinun conditions of specific horsepower and effi-
ciency.
Translation by J. Vanier$
National Advisory Connittee
for Aeronautics.
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